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1. What calculator will you use this book with?
001 [ JHP-17B 002 JHP-19B (003 JHP-27S 006 ] Other

2. How many other HP solution books have you bought for this calculator?

3. What is your OCCUPATION?
101 ] Student 103 ] Professional 109 ] Other

4. Where did you purchase this book?
403 ] Bookstore 404 ] Discount or Catalog Store
407 ] Mail Order 410 ]HP Direct 411[ ] Other

5. How did you first hear about this book?
501 [ ]JHP Owner 503 |Advertising 506 | Salesperson 507 ]Brochure
508 [_] Other

6. To what degree did this book influence your calculator purchase decision?
601 [_] Major Influence 602 ] Minor Influence 603 ] No Influence

7. How well does this book cover the material you expected?
701 ]Good 702[ ]Moderate 703[ ]Low

8. What level of knowledge is required to make use of the topics in this book?
801 JHigh 802 ]Medium 803 ]JLow

9. How clearly was the material in this book presented?

901 ] Good 902[ ]Moderate 903 ]Low

10. How would you rate the value of this book for your money?
111 JHigh 112 ] Medium 113 ]Low

 

 

Comments: (Please comment on improvements and additional applications or sub-

jects you would like HP to cover in this or another solution book.)
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Notice

This book and any keystroke programs contained herein are provided
“as is” and are subject to change without notice. Hewlett-Packard Com-
pany makes no warranty of any kind with regard to this book or the

keystroke programs contained herein, including, but not limited to, the

implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular pur-

pose. Hewlett-Packard Co. shall not be liable for any errors or for
incidental or conscquential damages in connection with the furnishing,
performance, or use of this book or the keystroke programs contained
herein.

o Hewlett-Packard Co. 1988. All rights reserved. Reproduction, adapta-
tion, or translation of this book, including any programs, is prohibited
without prior written permission of Hewlett-Packard Company, except as
allowed under the copyright laws. Hewlett-Packard Company grants you
the right to use any program contained in this book in a Hewlett-Packard
calculator.

The programs that control your calculator arc copyrighted and all rights
are reserved. Reproduction, adaptation, or translation of those programs
without prior written permission of Hewlett-Packard Co. is also prohib-
ited.

As tax matters may be extremely complicated, you should review your
individualtax situation with your tax advisor.

Corvallis Division

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.
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How To Use This Book
 

The Personal Investment and Tax Planning book provides sets of key-
strokes and routines to assist you in making decisions related to savings
and borrowing, investments, retirement, and taxes. This book is designed

to show you how your HP calculator can help in these areas.

Before you usc the solutions in this book, you should be familiar with the
following concepts from the owner’s manual:

m The basics of your calculator —how to do arithmetic calculations,
move from menu to menu, and use the menu keys to do calculations.

m The Time Value of Money (TVM) menu and the cash-flow sign con-
vention (cash paid out is entered as a negative number and cash
received is entered as a positive number).

m How to enter cash flows in a cash-flow list. (This function is not avail-
able on the HP-27S.)

m How to enter and use equations in the Solver.

m How to enter numbers for statistics.

Keys and Menu Selection

A key on the calculator keyboard is represented like this: [EXIT]. A shifted

function appears with a shift key, like this: ™ [CLEAR DATA]. A menu label
is represented like this: =PV = (found in the TVM menu). The arrow keys
arc represented by [1]and [|].

This book can be used with the HP-17B, HP-19B, and HP-27S calculators.

Generally, the same keystrokes are used on all three calculators to per-

form the specific application. However, there are some differences, which
are summarized in the following table. Note that the cash-flow menus are
available on the HP-27S using a Solver equation.
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Keystroke Differences

 

HP-17B HP-19B HP-27S

 

To display the time value of money (TVM) menu:

=SFINE=TVM= SFINE=TVM= m [TVM]

To store a Solver equation and its menu:

= SOLVEE = NEW = = SOLVE = W [SOLVE|= NEW =
type the equation type the equation type the equation
INPUT|= CALC= =CALC= INPUT|= CALC =

To edit a Solver equation:

 =EDIT= =EDIT= =EDIT=
edit the equation edit the equation edit the equation
INPUT] = CALC = =CALC= INPUT] = CALC =

To display the cash-flow (CFLO) menu:

CFLO1 i =CFLO= Solver equations on
pages 192 and 196

To display the menu for entering numbers into a sum list:

=SUME= =SUME= N [STAT| 
 

Display Formats

The examples in this book show numbers displayed to two decimal places.
If your display sctting is otherwise, the answers in your display will not
match exactly whatis in this book. Refer to your owner’s manual for more
information about changing the number of decimal places in the display.

8 How To Use This Book

 



Entering Equations

When entering equations into your HP calculator, follow the Solver
instructions in your owner’s manual. Here are hints to help you in com-
mon error situations:

1.

3.

If the calculator displays INVALID EQUATION when you press
= CALC 5,the calculator does not understand something in the equa-
tion. When the equation returns to the display, the cursor blinks
where the calculator detected the error. Check the equation in the
display against the equation in the book. Make sure the parenthescs
match and that the operators arec where they should be.

I

If the calculator accepts the equation but your answer does not
match the example, check the values stored in the variables by
recalling them (press then the menu key). If the values are
correct, return to the SOLVE menu and check the equation. (Press

to return to the SOLVE menu, and press = EDIT = to view and
edit the equation.) Check the equation against the one in this book
for accuracy; if you find an error, edit the equation.

If the calculator displays INSUFFICIENT MEMORY when you press
INPUT or = CALC =, you must clear portions of memory. Refer to
your owner’s manual for additional information.

Contributions in the development of this book were provided by Andrew E.

Jones, an investment broker in Salem, Oregon.
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Basic Savings Calculations

These examples arc presented as guidelines for evaluating savings plans
when the payment period coincides with the compounding period.* Since
the Time Value of Money (TVM) menu is used, remember the cash-flow
sign convention when entering dollar amounts (money paid outis entered
as a negative number, money received is entered as a positive number).

1. Clear the TVM variables, store the number of payments per year in

= P/YRZ, and set either Begin or End mode.

2. Store values in at least three of the following variables. (Both N and
I1%YR must be a part of a problem. Either both values are known,
or one is known and the other is to be calculated.)

m Number of periodic deposits in =N =.

® Annual interest rate in = 1%YR =,

m Initial investment in =PV =,

m Periodic deposit in = PMT =.
 

im Future value in EFV 

3. Press the menu key of the unknown variable to calculate its value.

Example 1: Balance of a Savings Account After Initial Depo-
sit and Regular Deposits. You have just opened a savings account
with a $200 deposit. If you deposit $50 a month, and the account earns
5.25% compounded monthly, how much will you have in the account in 3
years?

* If the periodic deposits do not coincide with the compounding periods, the account must
be evaluated in another manncr. Use the “Compounding Periods Different From
Payment Periods” procedure on page 23.

1: Basic Savings Calculations 11



Keys: Display: Description:

 

 

  

  

  

 
 

STVME= Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
3[x]12=ENE N=36.00 Stores known values.
5.25 = 1%YR = 1%YR=5.25
200 =pV= PV=-200.00
50 +/-]=PMT= PMT = -50.00

=FV= FV=2,178.94 Calculates amountin sav-
ings account in 3 years.

Example 2: Number of Deposits or Withdrawals to Reach a
Specified Balance. Part 1. Your savings account presently contains
$18,000 and earns 5.25% compounded monthly. You wish to withdraw
$300 a month until the account is depleted. How long will this take?

 
 

 
  

 

Keys: Display: Description:

SVIE Displays TVM menu.

n Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
5.25 S 1%YR= 1%YR=5.25 Stores known values.

18000 [+/-]EPVE PV = -18,000.00
300 EPMT = PMT =300.00

=EN= N=69.75 Calculates number of

months. (The 70th with-
drawal will be less than

$300.)
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Part 2. If you wish to reduce the account to $5,000, how many with-
drawals can you make?

5000 = 2 i FV=5,000.00 Stores remaining balance.

N=52.41 Calculates number of

monthly withdrawals.
(The 53rd withdrawal
reduces the account bal-

ance to less than $5,000.)

i Z 1

Example 3: Amount to Deposit Today to Have a Certain
Future Balance. How much money would you have to invest today if
you want $10,000 in 10 years? Assume the interestrate is 9%, com-

pounded annually.

 
 

 

 
 

  

  

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVME Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHERE 1 =P/YRE Sets 1 payment per year;
=END= End mode.

10000 =FVE FV=10,000.00 Stores known values.

9= I%YR= 1%YR=9.00
10=NE N=10.00

=PVE PV=-4,224.11 Calculates amount to

deposit today to have
$10,000 in the future.

Example 4: Monthly Deposits to Reach a Future Balance. You

plan to replace your car in 3 years, and you want to have $6,000 to help
pay for the new one. How much should you save each month, beginning
today, to accumulate $6,000 in 3 years? Assume 7.5% interest, com-

pounded monthly.

1: Basic Savings Calculations 13



Keys: Display: Description:

 

 

 

 

 
  

 
 

=TVWME Displays TVM menu.

B [CLEAR Clears TVM variables.

=OTHERE Sets 12 payments per

m[CLEAR year; Begin mode.

=BEG =
3[x/12=N= N=236.00 Stores known values.
7.5 Z1%YR= 1%YR=7.50
6000 ZFV= FV=6,000.00

=PMT= PMT=-148.21 Calculates monthly pay-
ment.

Example 5: Periodic Deposits and Withdrawals. Part 1. You

are presently depositing $50 at the end of each month into a local savings
and loan, earning 5.25% compounded monthly. Your account balance is
$1,023.25. How much will you accumulate in 5 months?

 
 

 
  

  

 
 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVM= Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

=OTHER= Sets 12 payments per

W[CLEARDATA][EXIT] year; End mode.
5=ENE N=5.00 Stores known values.

5.25 Z1%YR= 1%YR=5.25
1023.25 =pPvE PV=-1,023.25
50(+/-]=EPMT= PMT = -50.00

=FVE FV=1,298.03 Calculates account bal-l

ance after five months.

14 1: Basic Savings Calculations



Part 2. At the beginning of the sixth month, you withdraw $80. Whatis
the new balance?

[-180[=] 1,218.03 Calculates new balance.

Part 3. At the end of months 6, 7, and 8, you deposit $65. How much will
you have in the account at the end of month 8?

 

=PVE= PV=-1,218.03 Stores beginning balance.

65 =PMT= PMT = -65.00 Stores known values.
3=ENE N=3.00

=FVE FV=1,429.94 Calculates balance after

an additional three
months.

Part 4. You decide not to make deposits for the next 2 months. Whatis
the balance in the account after those 2 months?

 
 
 

=pV= PV=-1,429.94 Stores beginning balance.

2=NZ= N=2.00 Stores known values.

O=PMT= PMT=0.00

=FV= FV=1,442.48 Calculates balance after

an additional two

months.
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Example 6: Deposits Needed for Future Withdrawals. You wish
to retire in 25 years with a monthly income of $2,000, continuing for 20
years. How much should you deposit each month into an account that
earns 8.5% intercst to achieve your retirement objectives?

A two-step solution is appropriate. First, calculate the present value of the
desired retirement income. This represents the amount you need in the
account when you retire. Then calculate the monthly deposit necessary to
accumulate this amount.

Keys:

Step 1:

TVM =

u
= OTHERE=

W [CLEAR DATA|[EXIT]

 

1 

 

  
 
 

 

 

Display:

N=240.00

1%YR =8.50

PMT =2,000.00

PV=-230,461.68

FV=230,461.68

PV=0.00

N=300.00

PMT = -223.30

16 1: Basic Savings Calculations

Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 12 payments per
year; End mode.

Stores retirement income

values.

Calculates amount

needed in fund at retire-

ment.

Stores retirement fund

amount.

Stores 0 in PV as there is
no deposit made today.

Stores total number of
deposits.

Calculates monthly de-
posit.



Example 7: Compounding on 365/360-Day Basis. Part 1.
Your savings account carns 5.5% interest compounded on a 365/360-day
basis. If the account presently contains $1,200, how much will be in the
account in 1 year (365 days)? (Use actual number of days for N, and use
360 days for number of compounding periods per year).

  

  

 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVM= Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

=OTHER= Sets 360 payments per

360 =P/YREZEND= year; End mode.

365 =N= N=365.00 Stores known values.
55Z1%YR= 1%YR=5.50
1200 =PVE PV=-1,200.00

=FV= FV=1,268.81 Calculates account bal-

ance.

Part 2. How does this compare with daily compounding on a 360-day
basis?

360=N= N =360.00 Stores number of com-

pounding periods.

=FVE FV=1,267.84 Calculates account bal-\

ance on 360-day basis.

1: Basic Savings Calculations 17



 

Savings Account Compounded Daily

The equation below determines the value of a savings account when
interest is compounded daily. You can calculate the total amount in the
account after a scrics of transactions on specified dates.

Entering and Using the SAVFV Equation:

1. Enter the SAVFV equation into the Solver.*

SAVFV= (PV+PMT)xSPFV (I$YR+365:DDAYS
(DATE1:DATE2:1))

2. Display the SAVFV equation menu.

3. Store five of the following variables:

m Value of the account on the second date in = SAVFV =,

m Value of the account on the first date in =PV =,

Payment to the account in fi%

Annual interest rate as a percentage in I%YRE.

First date (in MM.DDYYYY format) in DATE1=.

Second date (in MM.DDYYYY format) in =DATE2=.

4. Press the menu key to calculate the unknown value.

* To keyin: on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= OTHER==:=.

18 1: Savings Account Compounded Daily



Example. An account carns 5.25%, compounded daily. Calculate the

amount in this account after the following transactions:

September 15,1987  $125.00 deposit
October 9, 1987 $60.00 deposit
October 14, 1987 $70.00 deposit

November 18, 1987 $50.00 withdrawal
December 1, 1987  $175.00 deposit
January 22, 1988  $100.00 withdrawal

Enter the dates in MM.DDYYYY format.

Display the SAVFV equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

125=ZPVE PV=125.00 Stores amount deposited
on the first date.

0=PMT= PMT=0.00 Stores 0 as the payment
amount.

5.25 Z1%YR= 1%YR=5.25 Stores nominal annual

interest rate.

9.151987 = DATE1 = DATE1=9.15 Stores first date.

10.091987 =DATE2= DATE2=10.09 Stores second date.

= SAVFV = SAVFV=125.43 Calculates value of the
account on the second

date.

=PV= PV=125.43 Stores account balance.

60 = PMT = PMT =60.00 Stores amount of deposit.

= DATE2= DATE2=10.09 Stores DATE? as the first
= DATE1 = DATE1=10.09 date.

10.141987 =DATE2= DATE2=10.14 Stores second date.

1 SAVFV = SAVFV=185.57 Calculates value of the

account on the second

date.

1: Savings Account Compounded Daily 19



[STO]EPVE

70 EPMT =

= DATE2=
= DATE1 =

11.181987 = DATE2 =

= SAVFV =

 

1 iPV

0[+/-]

 
 

O
\

i T < -— 1
1

 

= DATE2=
= DATE1 =

12.011987 = DATE2 =

= SAVFV =

[STO|EPVE

175 =ZPMT =

= DATE2=
= DATE1 =

1.221988 = DATE2

i= SAVFV =

[=]100 =]

20 1: Savings Account Compounded Daily

i

PV=185.57

PMT=70.00

DATE2=10.14

DATE1=10.14

DATE2=11.18

SAVFV=256.86

PV=256.86

PMT = -50.00

DATE2=11.18

DATE1=11.18

DATE2=12.01

SAVFV=207.24

PV=207.24

PMT=175.00

DATE2=12.01

DATE1=12.01

DATE2=1.22

SAVFV=385.11

285.11

Stores account balance.

Stores amount of deposit.

Stores DATE? asthe first

date.

Stores second date.

Calculates value of the

account on the second

date.

Stores account balance.

Stores amount of with-

drawal.

Stores DATE? as the first

date.

Stores second date.

Calculates value of the

account on the second

date.

Stores account balance.

Stores amount of deposit.

Stores DATE? as the first

date.

Stores second date.

Calculates value of the

account on the second

date.

Final amount in the sav-

ings account.



 

Simple Interest

With simple interest, only the principal (the original loan amount) earns
interest for the entire life of the transaction. The interest earned, plus the
principal, is repaid in one lump sum. The following equations calculate
the amount of simple interest on a 360-day basis and a 365-day basis.
Once the interest is calculated, the total payment (loan amount plus
interest) can also be calculated.

Entering and Using the SINT Equation:

1. Enter the SINT equation into the Solver.*

SINT=#DYS+YEARXLOANXI%YR+100

2. Display the SINT equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Amount of simple interest in SINT=

m Total number of days in #DYS=.

m Number of daysin the calendar year (either 360 or 365) in

= YEARZE.

m Loan amount in = LOAN =.

® Annual interest rate in = 1%YR =,

4. Press = LOAN = =] to calculate the total payment (interest
plus principal).

* To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ = = OTHER
 

1] i I * 1
1
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Example. A friend has requested that you lend him $1,200 for 90 days.
You lend him the moncy at 8% simple annual interest, to be calculated on
a 360- day basis. How much interest will he owe you in 90 days? What is
the total amount owed?

Display the SINT cquation menu.

 
 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

1200 = LOAN = LOAN=1,200.00 Stores known values.

90 = #DYS = #DYS=90.00

8= I%YRE 1%YR =8.00
360 = YEARE= YEAR=360.00

= SINT= SINT=24.00 Calculates amount of
simple interest.

= LOAN = Calculates total payment
[=] 1,224.00 amount,

22 1: Simple Interest



 

Compounding Periods Different From
Payment Periods

 

ll#.' This keystroke procedure cannot be used on the HP-27S.
Refer to page 176 of the HP-27S Owner’s Manualfor the

Note equivalent Solver equations for converting interest rates.

 

Savings account deposits and withdrawals may not occur at the same time
as the bank’s compounding periods. The TVM menu, however, assumes
these two periods are the same. This procedure shows you how to adjust
the interest rate so that you can use the TVM menu in situations when the
compounding period is different from the payment period.

When the bank’s interest rate is known, adjust the annualinterest rate to
correspond to the payment period, then use the TVM menu to calculate
the unknown value.

i1. Display the periodic interest rate conversion menu ( = ICNV
= PER = on the HP-17B, = ICONV = = PER = on the HP-19B).

 

 

2. Store the following variables. The bank provides this information.

m Nominal annual interest rate in = NOM% =.

m Number of compounding periods per year in=P =.

3. Press = EFF% = to calculate the effective annual interest rate.

4. Store the number of payments or withdrawals per year in=ZP =

5. Press = NOM% = to calculate the nominal annual rate that

corresponds to the payment period.

6. Press = TVME to display the TVM menu.

7. Press = 1%YR £ to store the adjusted nominalrate.

8. Store the number of payments per year in = P/YR = and seteither
Begin or End mode.

1: Compounding Periods Different From Payment Periods 23



9. Store or calculate the following variables. Remember to use the
cash-flow sign convention: Money paid out is negative, money
received is positive.

m Total number of periodic deposits in =N =,

m Initial deposit in =PV =

m Amount of periodic deposit or withdrawal in = PMT =.
 

m Future value in=FVE=.

When the interest rate is the unknown variable, calculate = 1%YR = in the

TVM menu (this is the nominalrate that corresponds to the payment
period). Then use the interest conversion menu to calculate the nominal
annual interest rate corresponding to the compounding period.

Example 1: Balance of a Savings Account. Starting today, you
make monthly deposits of $25 into an account paying 5% interest, com-
pounded daily (365-day basis). At the end of 7 years, how much will you
receive from the account?

  

  

Keys: Display: Description:

=ICNVEEPERE Displays the periodic
conversion menu.

5 = NOM% = NOM% =5.00 Stores known values.
365=P= P=365.00

= EFF% = EFF%=5.13 Calculates effective
interest rate for daily

compounding.

12ZP= P=12.00 Stores number of depo-
sits per year.
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= NOM% = NOM%=5.01*

[sTO]0 NOM% =5.01

[EXIT][EXIT]ETVM =

 
 

[RCL]0 Z 1%YR= 1%YR=5.01

= QOTHER =

12=P/YR=E=BEG =

7[x]12ENZ N=84.00
25 =PMT = PMT = -25.00
O0=PV= PV=0.00

=FV=E FV=2,519.61

Calculates equivalent
nominalinterest rate for
monthly compounding.

Stores value in register 0.

Displays the TVM menu.

Storesinterest rate.

Sets 12 payments per

year; Begin mode.

Stores known values.

Calculates value of the
account in 7 years.

Example 2: Amount to Deposit Today to Have a Certain
Future Balance. You wish to make weekly deposits for eight years into
a savings account paying 5.25% interest, compounded quarterly. How
much should you deposit each week to accumulate $6,000?

  

  

Keys: Display:

=ICNV=E=PER=

5.25 = NOM% = NOM%=5.25
4=P= P=4.00

*

achieve the same effective rate.

Description:

Displays the periodic
interest conversion menu.

Stores known values.

Because compounding is less frequent, a higher nominal interest rate is needed to
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S EFF% =

\
52 i o 1

= NOM% =

0
[EXIT][EXT]ETVM=
moI%YR =

=OTHERZ=

52=P/YREZBEG=

 

 
 

 

EFF%=5.35

P=52.00

NOM%=5.22

NOM% =5.22

1%YR=5.22

N=416.00
FV=6,000.00
PV=0.00

PMT=-11.62

Calculates effective rate

for quarterly compound-
ing.

Stores number of depo-
sits per year.

Calculates equivalent
nominal interest rate for
weekly compounding.

Stores value in register 0.

Displays the TVM menu.

Storesinterestrate.

Sets 52 payments per

year; Begin mode.

Stores known values.

Calculates amount of

weekly deposit.

Example 3: Length of Time to Accumulate a Balance. You
make weekly deposits of $10 into an account paying 5.25%, compounded
daily (365-day basis). How long will it take to accumulate $1,000?

 

 

5.25 = NOM% =

365=P=

= EFF% =

P52 i i

 

 

Display:

NOM% =5.25
P =365.00

EFF%=5.39

P=52.00

Description:

Displays the periodic
interest conversion menu.

Stores known values.

Calculates effective rate

for daily compounding.

Stores number of depo-
sits per year.
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= NOM%= NOM% =5.25*

[sT0]0 NOM%=5.25

[EXIT][EXIT]ETVM =

 

  

 

[RCL]0 Z1%YR= 1%YR=5.25

= OTHER=

52=P/YR=
=BEG=

10[+/-]EPMT= PMT=-10.00
1000 EFVE FV=1,000.00
O0=PV= PV=0.00

=N= N=95.22

Calculates equivalent
nominal interest rate for
weekly compounding.

Stores value in register 0.

Displays TVM menu.

Stores interest rate.

Sets 52 payments per
year; Begin mode.

Stores known values.

Calculates number of
weeks. (The 96th deposit
places the balance over
$1,000.)

Example 4: Calculating Interest Rate. Your bank statement indi-
cates that you earned $4.63 in interest for 1 month. Your beginning bal-
ance was $975.46. What interest rate is your bank quoting, assuming daily
compounding on a 365-day basis?

Keys: Display:

=TVME=

B CLEAR DATA

Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

* To see the difference between the two nominal rates, display more than two decimal
places.
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= OTHERE

12EP/YREZBEGS

1ENZ
975.46 =py=
[+/-][+]4.63=FV=

=1%YR=
 

 

STO

EXIT|ZICNV =

o

 

— i PER

[RCL]0 = NOM% =

— N 1 0 i

EFF% =

365=P=

|

1 NOM% =

N=1.00

PV=-975.46

FV=980.09

1%YR=5.70

1%YR=5.70

NOM%=5.70

P=12.00

EFF%=5.85

P=365.00

NOM%=5.68

Sets 12 payments per
year; Begin mode.

Stores known values.

Calculates periodic
interest rate.

Stores value in register 0.

Displays periodic interest
conversion menu.

Stores nominal interest

rate.

Stores number of depo-
sits per year.

Calculates effective rate

for monthly compound-
ing.

Stores number of com-

pounding periods per
year.

Calculates nominal

annual interest rate

quoted by the bank.
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Increasing Annuities

These equations calculate the present and future values of an annuity (a
series of payments) that increases at a constant rate at equal intervals of
time. The first equation (PVINCR) calculates the present value of an
increasing annuity. Once the present value has been calculated, the second
equation (FVINCR) calculates the future value of the annuity.

The equations assume that payments are made at the end of each period.
In addition, the total number of payments (#YRS x P/YR) divided by the
number of periods before payments increase (#PER) must be an integer.
If this 1s not so, the calculated results are not meaningful.

Entering and Using the PVINCR and FVINCR Equations:

1. Enter the PVINCR and FVINCR cquations into the Solver.*

PVINCR: PMTXUSPV (I%YR:P/YR: #PER) x
USFV ( ( (1+%INC+100)+(1+I3YR:P/YR+100)*
#PER-1)x100: #YRSxP/YR+#PER) ~PVINCR

FVINCR:SPFV (I%YR:+P/YR: #YRSxP/YR) x
PVINCR-FVINCR

2. Display the PVINCR equation menu.

* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ=Z ZOTHERE =:=
To key in / on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ= SOTHER==MORE==/=.
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ=EOTHER=EE#=
To key in ~ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press B [y*]
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3. Store the following variables:

m Periodic payment amount in = PMT =,
 

m Annual interest rate as a percentage in = 1%YRE.

m Number of payments per year in = P/YRE.

m Number of periods before payments increase in = #PER (
i

m Percentage of each increase in = %INC =

m Total number of years in = #YRS=.

4. Press = PVIN = to calculate the present value ofthe increasing
annuity.

5. Once PVINCR is calculated, display the FVINCR equation menu
and press = FVIN = to calculate the future value of the increasing

annuity.*

Example 1. A clicnt has a 20-year annuity that pays $110 per month for
the first year. The monthly payment increases 5.5% each year. Assuming
a discount rate of 11.5%, what is the present value of the series of pay-
ments?

Display the PVINCR equation menu.

 

  

 

Keys: Display: Description:

110=PMT = PMT=110.00 Stores known values.

11.5ZI1%YRE 1%YR=11.50

12EP/YRE P/YR=12.00
12 = #PER= #PER=12.00

5.5 %INC= %INC=5.50

= MORE = Displays second set of
menu labels.

*

 
and EPVINE.
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20 = #YRS = #YRS=20.00 Stores number ofyears.

=PVINE PVINCR=14,793.46  Calculates present value
of increasing annuity.

Example 2. Starting at the end ofthis year, you plan to make yearly
deposits into an account that carns 13% interest, compounded annually.
Each year you plan to increcase the amount of your deposit by 87%. If the
first deposit is $1,200, how much will you accumulate over the next 10
years?

Display the PVINCR cquation menu.

 

Keys: Display: Description:

1200 = PMT = PMT=1,200.00 Stores known values.

13 Z1%YR= [%YR=13.00

1=P/YR= P/YR=1.00
1 = #PERZ= #PER=1.00
8 = %INC = %INCR=8.00

= MORE = Displays sccond sct of
menu labels.

10 =#YRS = #YRS=10.00 Stores number of years.

=PVIN = PVINCR=8,736.14 Calculates present value
of increasing annuity.

= CALC= Displays FVINCR mcnu.

= FVIN = FVINCR=29,655.42  Calculates future valuc of
increasing annuity.
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Example 3. In 30 ycars you wish to have $250,000 on which to retire. At
the end of each month, you plan to deposit a sum into an account that
carns 8% interest, compounded monthly. Each year you will increase the
amount of the deposit by 3%. How much is yourfirst deposit?

Display the FVINCR equation menu.

 

 

 

 
 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

250000 = FVIN = FVINCR=250,000.00 Stores known values.

8= I%YR= 1%YR =8.00
12=P/YR= P/YR=12.00
30 = #YRS = #YRS=30.00

=PVINE= PVINCR=22,860.84 Calculates present valuc.

= CALC= Displays PVINCR menu.

12= #PERE #PER=12.00 Stores remaining known
3= %INC= %INC=3.00 values.

=PMT = PMT=125.08 Calculates initial monthly
payment.
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Deposits Needed To Meet a Future Cash

 

Flow Need

ll#' This procedure cannot be used on the HP-27S. For an

equation to calculate NPV (step 8b below) on the HP-27S,
Note sce appendix B, “Net Present Value and Internal Rate of

Return on the HP-27S,” on page 190.

 

The procedure in this section helps you determine how much money to
save now to accommodate a future series of outflows, such as a college
education. To determine how much you need to save each period, you
must know when you need the money, how much is needed, and at what
interest rate you can invest.

1.

2.

Display the CFLO menu.

Press W [CLEAR DATA| = YES = = YES = to clear the list and its name.

(If you don’t wantto delete the list, name your old list and get a new

list.)

 

11
1

 

. Store 0 as the initial cash flow.

. Store 0 as FLOW(1), and the number of payment periods until the
withdrawals begin as the number of times.

Store the withdrawal amount as FLOW(2). Continue entering cash
flows of 0 and withdrawals through the last withdrawal.

. Press = CALC = to display the CFLO CALC menu.

Store the periodic interest rate in =% =.

Do a and/or b:

a. Press = NUS = to calculate the amount of the periodic pay-
ments you nced to make (starting at the end of the first
period).

 

b. Press = NPV = tocalculate the lump sum you would need to
deposit now.
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Example 1: Periodic Deposits. Part 1. Your daughter will be going
to college in 12 years and you are starting a fund for her education. She
will need $15,000 at the beginning of each year for four years. The fund
earns 9%, compounded monthly, and you plan to make monthly deposits,
starting at the end of the current month. How much should you deposit
each month to meet her educational expenses?

The cash-flow diagram looks like this:

15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000

   TFHR
 

  

 

 
 

PMT = ?

Keys: Display: Description:

=CFLO= Displays CFLO menu.

n =YES= Clears currentlist or gets
SYES= FLOW(0)=7* a new one.
or
= GET= = *NEW=
0 FLOW(1)=7* Stores initial cash flow.

0 12 Stores cash flows until
12[-]1 FLOW(2)="? withdrawals begin as

FLOW(I).

* On the HP-19B, these prompts are: INIT= and FLOW(1) =.
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15000 [INPUT][INPUT] FLOW(3)="?

0
11 FLOW(4) ?

15000 FLOW(5) =7

0
11 FLOW(6) ="

15000 FLOW(7)="?

0
11 FLOW(8)=?

15000 FLOW(9)=?

Stores first withdrawal as

FLOW(2).

Stores cash flows of zero

for the rest of the year as
FLOW(3).
Stores second withdrawal

as FLOW(4).

Stores cash flows of zcro

for the rest of the year as

FLOW(S).

Stores third withdrawal
as FLOW(0).

Stores cash flows of zero
for the rest of the year as
FLOW(7).
Stores fourth withdrawal

as FLOW(S).

The next step (pressing [EXIT]) is necessary if you have the HP-17B.

 

CALC=

9[z]1251%= 1%=0.75

= NUS= NUS=182.30 

Displays CFLO CALC
menu.

Stores monthly interest
rate.

Calculates monthly pay-

ment.

Part 2. Alternatively, how much would you need to deposit today in one
lump sum to fund her college education?

 
=NPVE NPV=17,973.48 Solves for net present

value of the withdrawals.
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Example 2: Single Deposit. You wish to put money aside for your
daughter’s college education. You estimate that when she is of college
age, 9 years from now, she will need $7,000 at the beginning of each year
for four years to cover college tuition and expenses. You wish to establish
a fund that earns 6% annually. How much do you need to deposit in the
fund today to mect your daughter’s educational expenses?

The cash-flow diagram looks like this:

$7,000

 

 

 
 

PV =2

Keys: Display: Description:

=CFLO= Displays CFLO menu.

u SYESE Clears current named list
=YES= FLOW(0)=" or gets a new one.
or
=S GET==*NEW=

0 FLOW(1)="? Stores initial cash flow.

0 8 FLOW(2)="? Storesfirst through
eighth cash flows.

7000 Stores ninth through
4 FLOW(3)="? twelfth cash flows.
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The next step (pressing ) is necessary if you have the HP-17B.

 
 

= CALC= Displays the CALC
menu.

6=1%= 1% =6.00 Stores annual interest

rate.

=NPV = NPV=15,218.35 Calculates amount of

one-time deposit needed
for college fund.
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Compound Growth Rate

The compound growth rate is often calculated to determine the change in
the value of a stock or property. You can use the TVM menu to do the
calculation.

To calculate the average periodic compound growth rate when you know
the beginning and ending values:

1. Display the TVM menu.

2. Clear the TVM variables and store 1 as the number of payments
per year in = P/YR=.

3. Store the following variables:

m Beginning value as a negative number in =PV =,
 

ilm Ending valuc in =

m Number of periods between beginning and ending values in
Ni [ 

4. Press =1%YR = to calculate the average periodic compound growth
rate.

To calculate the periodic compound growth rate when you know periodic
rates of return:

38

1. Display the TVM menu.

2. Clear the TVM variables and store the number of payments per

year in =P/YR=.

3. Store 11in = PV = to initialize the beginning value. 

4. Accumulate the compounded value of the individual rates of return
as percentages.

5. Press = FV = to store the sum as the future value.

6. Storc the number of returns in =N =,

7. Press =Z1%YR = to calculate the average periodic compound growth
rate.
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Example 1. Twenty-three years ago you purchased a home for $28,000.
You have just sold it for $113,000. Whatis the annualrate of appreciation
in the value of the property?

Display the TVM menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

u Clears TVM variables.

=OTHERE 1 =P/YR= Sets 1 payment per year;

=ENDZ= End mode.

23=NEZ N=23.00 Stores numberof years.

28000 =PV= PV=-28,000.00 Stores beginning value.

113000 EFV= FV=113,000.00 Stores ending value.

1%YRE 1%YR=6.25 Calculates annual appre-
ciation rate.

Example 2. You read in the financial section that the annual rate of

return on a certain stock has fluctuated quite a bit. The following table
summarizes the percent rates of return for 7 years.

Year % Rate of Return

1981 -12

1982 15

1983 27

1984 -8

1985 12

1986 25

1987 5

Whatis the periodic compound growth rate of the stock?
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Display the TVM menu.

Keys: Display:

B CLEAR DATA

OTHER= 1 ZP/VA=
= END = [EXIT]

1=PV= PV=1.00

T]12 [%][+]15 [%

 

 

[+127 [%][-]8[%]
[+]12[%][+]25[%
[+]5[%][=] 1.74

[+/-]EFVE FV=-1.74

7=ENZ= N=7.00

= 1%YR= |1%YR=8.22
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Description:

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 1 payment per year;

End mode.

Initializes beginning
value.

Sums periodic rates of
return.

Stores sum as future

value.

Stores number of years.

Calculates periodic com-
pound growth rate.



 

Personal Borrowing
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Basic Mortgage Calculations

Many ofthe techniques illustrated in this book require that you know the
five basic components of a mortgage: N, I%YR, PV, PMT, and FV. For a

particular problem, some of these values may not be known. However,if
any four elements are known, the remaining unknown value can be calcu-
lated.

Storing Financial Data
 

 

 

 
 
 

Menu Label Value Stored

=N= Total number of payments.

SAGE Annual interest rate as a percent.

=PVE= Initial loan balance.*

=PMT = Periodic payment.*

=FVE= Future value or balloon payment.*
 

* Use the cash-flow sign convention (Money paid out is negative,

money received is positive).  
 

In addition, the following settings arc necessary for the payment frequency
and mode.

Setting Frequency and Mode

 

 

Menu Label Value Stored

=P/YRE= Number of payments per year.

=END= Sets End mode. 
 

1 @ m W 1   Sets Begin mode.
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Solving for Values
 

 

Unknown Value Values Required to Solve

N I%YR, PV, PMT, FV,* P/YR, End or Begin

1%YR N, PV, PMT, FV,* P/YR, End or Begin

PV N, I1%YR, PMT, FV,* P/YR, End or Begin

PMT N, I%YR, PV, FV,* P/YR, End or Begin

FV N, I%YR, PV, PMT, P/YR, End or Begin
 

* FVis zero if there is no balloon payment.  
 

Example 1: Calculating a Monthly Payment. You are considering
a 30-year, $72,500 mortgage at 10.25% interest. What is the monthly pay-
ment amount?

Solution. The payment amount is the unknown value. The loan amount,
total number of payments, and annualinterest rate are known. (The
future value is zero.)

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVME= Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
30([x|12=ENZ N=360.00 Stores total number of

payments.

72500 =EPV= PV=72,500.00 Stores mortgage amount.

10.25 = I%YR = 1%YR=10.25 Stores annual interest
rate.

=PMT = PMT = -649.67 Calculates monthly pay-

ment.
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Part 2. Whatis your monthly payment assuming a 15-year mortgage?

15[x]12=ENZ= N=180.00

 

I PMT PMT=-790.211

Stores total number of

payments.

Calculates monthly pay-

ment.

Example 2: Calculating a Maximum Purchase Price. The max-
imum monthly mortgage payment that you can afford is $750. Interest
rates are currently 10.5%, and you can make a $7,000 down payment.
With a 30-year mortgage, what is the maximum purchase price you can
afford?

Solution. The loan amountis the unknown value. The monthly payment,
annual interest rate, and total number of payments are known. (The
future valueis zero.)

 

 

 
 

Keys: Display:

=TVME=

u
= OTHER =

u
750 =PMT = PMT = -750.00

10.5 = 1%YR = 1%YR=10.50

30[x]12=ENZ= N=360.00

=PVE= PV=81,990.57

7000 =] 88,990.57
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Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 12 payments per

year; End mode.

Stores monthly payment.

Stores annual interest

rate.

Stores total number of

payments.

Calculates loan amount.

Calculates maximum pur-
chase price.



Example 3: Calculating an Interest Rate. A property has an exist-
ing loan of $100,000 with monthly payments of $1,106.20 for 30 yecars.
What is the annual interest rate of the loan?

Solution. The interest rate is the unknown value. The loan amount,

remaining number of payments, and monthly payment are known. (The
future value is zero.)

Keys: Display:

=TVME=

u
= OTHER =
W [CLEAR DATA

30[x]12=ENE N=360.00

100000 EPVE PV =100,000.00

1106.20 =pMT= PMT=-1,106.20

= I%YR= 1%YR=13.00

Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 12 payments per

year; End mode.

Stores total number of

payments.

Stores loan amount.

Stores monthly payment.
(Remember to use the
sign convention.)

Calculates annual interest

rate.

Example 4: Calculating a Balloon Payment. What is the balloon

payment due at the end of year 10 for a $750,000 loan with monthly pay-
ments of $9,483.33 and a 15% annual interest rate?

Solution. The balloon paymentis the future value.

Keys: Display:

 

i TVM =

B CLEAR DATA

= OTHER =

m DATAJ[EXIT]

 

Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 12 payments per

year; End mode.
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10[x|12=NE N=120.00 Stores total number of
payments.

15 Z1%YR= 1%YR=15.00 Stores annual interest
rate.

750000 =PV= PV=750,000.00 Stores loan amount.

9483.33 =PMT= PMT=-9,483.33 Stores payment amount.

=FV= FV=-720,185.74 Calculates amount of bal-

loon payment.*

=PMT=|[=] -729,669.07 Calculates final payment.

Example 5: Calculating Payment and Balance. A broker lists a
property that has an assumable loan. The original loan amount was
$150,000 at 7% annual interest, fully amortized with monthly payments for
25 years. The loan originated 11 years and 8 months ago. What is the
estimated loan balance?

Solution. First, calculate the monthly payment, assuming full amortiza-
tion in 25 years. Then use the four known values (N, I%YR, PV, and

PMT) to calculate the amount of the balloon payment (FV) due after 11
years and 8 months (140 payments).

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVME Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
25 |x|12=N= N=300.00 Stores total number of

payments.

* The balloon payment amount occurs coincident with, but does not include, the last
periodic payment amount.
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7 Z1%YR=

150000 =PV =

 

I PMT = 

1%YR =7.00

PV=150,000.00

PMT=-1,060.17

N=140.00

FV=-110,080.32

Stores annual interest

rate.

Stores original loan
amount.

Calculates monthly pay-
ment amount.

Calculates and stores
number of payments
already made.

Calculates current loan

balance.

Example 6: Calculating a Quarterly Payment. Mr. Scller takes a
$200,000 mortgage at 12% annual interest with quarterly payments and a
$150,000 balloon payment due at the end of 5 years. Whatis the quarterly
payment?

Keys:

=TVM=

B CLEAR DATA

=0THER= 4 =P/YR=

= END = |EXIT

5[x|]4=NZ

12 = 1%YR=

200000 =PV =

150000 =FV
 

i
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1

i=PMT

Display:

N=20.00

1%YR=12.00

PV=200,000.00

FV=-150,000.00

PMT=-7,860.79

Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 4 payments per year;

End mode.

Stores total number of

payments.

Stores annualinterest

rate.

Stores loan amount.

Stores balloon payment
amount.

Calculates quarterly pay-
ment amount.
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Example 7: Calculating a Loan Term. Your current loan has a bal-
ance of $65,000 at 10.25% interest and has a monthly payment of $582.47.
If you increase your payment by $75 a month, how long will it take to pay
off the loan?

 

 

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVM= Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
10.25 Z1%YR= 1%YR=10.25 Stores annual interest

rate.

65000 =PV = PV =65,000.00 Stores loan amount.

582.47[+]75[=] Stores new payment
=PMT = PMT=-657.47 amount.

=N= N=218.79 Calculates total number
of payments.

[=]12[=] 18.23 The loan is paid off in the

19th year.

Example 8: Calculating a Balance. A loan at 15% annualinterest,
with monthly payments of $1,283.62, has a balloon payment of $100,000
due at the end of year 10. What is the remaining balanceif the loan is paid
in full at the end ofthe sixth year?

 
 

Keys: Display: Description:

STVME Displays TVM menu.

n Clears TVM variables.

OTHER= Sets 12 payments per
m year; End mode.

10[-]6[=][x]12EN= N=48.00 Stores total number of

remaining payments.
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15 Z1%YR= 1%YR=15.00

1283.62[+/-|=PMT= PMT=-1,283.62

100000 +/-|=FV=

 

i PV PV=101,208.02 

FV=-100,000.00

Stores annual interest

rate.

Stores monthly payment
amount.

Stores amount of balloon

payment.

Calculates loan balance

at the end of year 6.

Example 9: Calculating a Current Value. You purchased your
home 10 years ago for $47,500. If homes in your area have appreciated
4% per year, how much is your home currently worth? (Use PV for the
original value and FV for the current value.)

Keys: Display:

=TVME

=
=0OTHER=1=P/YRZ=
ZEND=

10=N= N=10.00

47500 =PV= PV=-47,500.00

4 =1%YR= 1%YR=4.00

=FVE FV=70,311.60

Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 1 compounding
period per year; End
mode.

Stores total number of
years.

Stores original purchase
price.

Stores annual apprecia-
tion rate.

Calculates home value.
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Example 10: Calculating an Appreciation Rate. You have
accepted an offer to scll your home for $76,900. You originally purchased
the house 6 years ago for $48,500. What is the annualrate of apprecia-
tion? (Use PVfor the original value and FV for the current value.)

 

 

Keys: Display:

=TVM=

u
=O0OTHER=1=P/YR=
=END=

76900 =FVE= FV=76,900.00

6=ENE= N=6.00

48500 =PV= PV=-48,500

= I%YR= 1%YR=7.99
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Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 1 compounding
period per year; End
mode.

Storesselling price.

Stores number of years.

Stores purchase price.

Calculates annual appre-
ciation rate.



 

Homeowner’s Monthly Payment Estimator

When comparison shopping for a mortgage,it is often useful to estimate
the monthly payment. This equation calculates the approximate payment
for the first month given the purchase price, down payment, interest rate,
term ofthe loan, annual property taxes, and annual homeowner’s
insurance. (Subsequent monthly payments would be different.) The equa-
tion also assumes that mortgage interest and property taxes are allowable
deductions on your income tax, so your income tax rate can be stored and
the after-tax monthly payment calculated.

The calculation assumes that the assessed value is 100% of the sale price
and does not include financing the closing costs.

Entering and Using the MOPMT Equation:

1. Enter the MOPMT cquation into the Solver.*

MOPMT: IF (S (EPMT) : (PRICE-DOWN) =+
USPV(I%YR+12:N)+ (PTAX+INS)+12-EPMT:
EPMT- ( (PRICE-DOWN)xI%YR+1200
+PTAX+12)x3TAX+100-ATAX)

2. Display the MOPMT equation menu.

3. Store values in the following variables:

m Purchasc price in = PRICE =.

m Down payment in = DOWN =.

T®m Annual mortgage interest rate in = I%YR

Total number of monthly payments in =N =.

Amount of annual property taxes in = PTAX =.
 

Annual homecowner’s insurance in = INS =,

Income tax rate as a percentage in = %TAX =.

* To keyin : on the I1P-17B and 1IP-27S, press ZWXYZ= =OTHER=Z =:=.
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4. Press = EPMT = to calculate the estimated monthly payment, includ-
ing principal and interest, property taxes, and insurance.

5. Press = ATAX = to calculate the after-tax monthly payment.

Example: Part 1. You arc considering a $65,000 house in a neighbor-
hood with a $25 per thousand tax rate. Homeowner’s insurance would
cost $250 per year. If you put $6,500 down, and receive a 10.75% loan for
30 years, what would be your monthly payment?

Display the MOPMT equation menu.

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

65000 = PRICE = PRICE =65,000.00 Stores known values.

6500 = DOWN = DOWN=6,500.00

10.75 = 1%YR = 1%YR=10.75

30[x]12=ENE N=360.00

65 [x] 25 = PTAX = PTAX=1,625.00
= MORE =

250 =INS = INS=250.00

= EPMT = EPMT=702.34 Calculates estimated

monthly payment.

Part 2. If your tax rate is 20%, whatis your actual monthly payment?

20 E %TAX = %TAX=20.00 Stores income tax rate.

= ATAX = ATAX=570.44 Calculates after-tax

monthly payment.
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APR of a Loan With Fees

The annual percentage rate, APR, incorporates fees usually charged when
a mortgage is issucd, which raises the interest rate. The actual amount
received by the borrower (PV) is reduced, while the periodic payments
remain the same. You can calculate the annual percentage rate (APR)if
you know the life or term of the mortgage, the interest rate, the mortgage
amount, and the basis of the fee charged (how the fee is calculated).

Remember to use the cash-flow sign convention: Money paid out is nega-
tive, money received is positive.

-
t

. Display the TVM menu.

. Clear the TVM variables, store the number of payments per year in
= P/YR S, and set the payment mode (Begin or End).

3. Store the total number of payments in =N =

N
o Store the payment amount in = PMT =,

Store the balloon payment plus any prepayment penalties in =o 1 

o Subtract any origination fees from the loan amount and store the
result (the net proceeds) in =PV =,

7. Press = I1%YR = to calculate the annual percentage rate.

Example 1: Loan With Points. A borroweris charged a fee of two
points for the issuance of a mortgage. (One point is equal to 1% ofthe
mortgage amount.) If the mortgage amount is $60,000 for 30 years and the
interest rate is 11.5%, with monthly payments, what APR is the borrower

paying?

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVME= Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
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30[x]12=ENZ= N=360.00

11.5 ZI%YR= 1%YR=11.50

60000 =PVE PV =60,000.00

=PMT= PMT=-594.17

=PVE PV=58,800.00

ZI1%YR= 1%YR=11.76

 

Stores number of pay-
ments.

Stores annual interest

rate.

Stores loan amount.

Calculates monthly pay-
ment.

Stores actual amount
received by borrower.

Calculates annual per-
centage rate.

Example 2: Loan With a Flat Fee. Using the information given in
example 1, calculate the APR if the mortgage fee is stated as $150 instead
of as a percentage.

 

 

Keys: Display:

=TVWME

u
=OTHER=

®[CLEARDATA][EXIT]
30(x]12=ENZ N=360.00

11.5 S I%YRE 1%YR=11.50

60000 =PV = PV=60,000.00

=PMT = PMT=-594.17

=PVE PV=59,850.00

SIAGE 1%YR=11.53
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Description:

Displays TVM menu.

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 12 payments per

year; End mode.

Stores number of pay-
ments.

Restores annual interest

rate.

Restores loan amount.

Calculates monthly pay-

ment.

Stores actual amount

received.

Calculates APR.



Example 3: Loan With Points and a Fee. Using the information
given in example 1 again, what is the APR if the mortgage fee is stated as
2 points plus $150?

 

 

  

 
 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVM= Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

. year; End mode.
30[x]12=EN= N=360.00 Stores number of pay-

ments.

11.5=Z1%YR= 1%YR=11.50 Restores annual interest
rate.

60000 =PV = PV=60,000.00 Restores loan amount.

=PMT = PMT=-594.17 Calculates monthly pay-
ment.

=PVE[-]2 Stores actual amount
[-]150=PV= PV=58,650.00 borrowed.

= 1%YR= 1%YR=11.80 Calculates APR. 
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Example 4: Loan With a Balloon. A 30-ycar, $50,000 loan at 15%
interest has fees of 2 points plus $150. Assuming that monthly payments
are made and that the loan is paid in full at the end of the seventh year,
what is the APR?

 

 

  

 
 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVME= Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
30[x]12=ENZ= N =360.00 Stores number of pay-

ments.

15 = 1%YR= 1%YR=15.00 Restores annual interest
rate.

50000 =PV = PV =50,000.00 Restores loan amount.

= PMT= PMT = -632.22 Calculates monthly pay-
ment.

7Ix|12=ENE N=84.00 Stores number of pay-
ments until balloon.

=FVE FV=-48,937.43 Calculates balloon pay-
ment.

=PVE[-]2 Stores actual amount
[-]150=PV= PV=48,850.00 borrowed.

= 1%YR= 1%YR=15.54 Calculates APR. 
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Example 5: Interest-Only Loan With Points. A $1,000,000, 10-

year, 12% interest-only loan has an origination fee of 3 points. Whatis
the yield to the lender? Assume that monthly payments are made. (The
monthly payment amount must first be calculated. The balloon payment
is the entire loan amount, $1,000,000.)

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVM = Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHERE Sets 12 payments per

. year; End mode.
10[x]12=ENZ N=120.00 Stores number of pay-

ments.

12 = I%YR = 1%YR=12.00 Stores interest rate.

1000000 =FV = FV=1,000,000.00 Stores balloon payment.

=PV= PV=-1,000,000.00 Stores loan amount.

=PMT = PMT =10,000.00 Calculates monthly pay-
ment.

=PV= Calculates and stores
3|%|=EPVE PV=-970,000.00 actual amount borrowed.

= 1%YR= 1%YR=12.53 Calculates APR. 
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Adjustable-Rate Mortgages

 

llé' Steps 8 and 9 of this procedure (calculating the APR of an
adjustable-rate mortgage) cannot be used on the HP-278S.

Note For an equation to calculate NPV and IRR% on the HP-
278, see “Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return

on the HP-27S,” on page 190.

 

An adjustable-rate mortgage is a mortgage loan that provides for the
adjustmentofits interest rate as market interest rates change. As the
interest rate changes, the amount of the periodic payment changes to
reflect the new interest rate.

Given the terms of the original mortgage, the changes in the interest rate,
and the time frame in which the changes occur, this procedure calculates
the amount of each periodic payment. Once each payment is known, the
annual percentage rate (APR) of the entire transaction can be calculated.

Remember to use the cash-flow sign convention: Money paid outis nega-
tive, money received is positive.

1. Display the TVM menu.

2. Clear the TVM variables, store the number of payments per year in
= P/YRZ, and sct the payment mode (Begin or End).

3. Calculate the amount of the initial monthly payment.

4. Calculate the loan balance (FV) just before payments increase the
first time, change the sign, and store the result in =PV =.

 

5. Change the interest rate, adjust the term, store 0 in =FV =, and
recalculate the monthly payment.

6. Calculate the loan balance before payments increase the next time,
change the sign, and store the result in =PV =,

 

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until all payments have been calculated.
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8. Use = IRR% = in the CALC menu for CFLO lists to calculate the

periodic IRR%. (The CFLO menu does not exist on the HP-27S.)

9. Multiply by the number of payment periods per year to calculate the
annualinterestrate.

 

Example 1. A $50,000, 30-year, adjustable-rate mortgage has the follow-
ing terms:

12% interestin the first year.
13% interest in the second and third years.
15% interest for the remaining term.

What are the monthly payments? (Assume the borrower’s point of view.)

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVM= Displays TVM menu.

n Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
30([x]J12=ENZ N=360.00 Stores total number of

payments.

12 = I1%YR= 1%YR=12.00 Stores initial annual
interest rate.

50000 =PVE= PV=50,000.00 Stores loan amount.

= PMT= 1* PMT=-514.31 Calculates and stores
payment amountin first
year.

12=NZ= N=12.00 Stores number of pay-
ments at initial interest

rate.

* Up to 10 storage registers, 0 through 9, are available.
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i i
=

'
| |+/-]=EPV=

29 [x] 12x| i z i

 Il I

13 = 1%YR= 
 

o i 1 
 
= PMTi 1 [sTO]2 

N S 1 P i

i i

 

+ | H
l
T < 1 

27 x] — N i 7i

15=ZI1%YR=

o ! 1 
 

I o < 3 i= PMT=[ST0] 3 

FV=-49,818.56

PV=49,818.56

N=348.00

1%YR=13.00

FV=0.00

PMT = -552.70

N=24.00

FV=-49,464.37

PV=49,464.37

N=324.00

1%YR=15.00

FV=0.00

PMT = -629.55
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Calculates loan balance

after 12 payments.

Stores remaining balance
as new loan amount.

Stores remaining number
of payments.

Stores new interest rate.

Sets loan balance to zcro.

Calculates and stores

payment in second and

third years.

Stores number of pay-
ments at new interest
rate.

Calculates remaining bal-
ance after the next 24
payments.

Stores remaining balance
as new loan amount.

Stores remaining number
of payments.

Stores new annual

interest rate.

Sets loan balance to zero.

Calculates and stores

payment for remaining
term.



Example 2. Given the payments in example 1, calculate the APR.

Keys: Display:

 

 

 
1
1

 W [CLEAR = YES
=YES= FLOW(0)="7*
 

 

 
= GET = *NEW

50000 FLOW(1)=2*

[RCL] 1
12 FLOW(2)=?

2
24 FLOW(@3) =7
[RCL] 3 [INPUT]
27 [x] 12 [INPUT] FLOW(4)="?

i 1 

Description:

Displays the CFLO
menu.

Clears current named list
or gets a new one.

Stores initial cash flow.

Stores first cash flow

group.

Stores second cash flow

group.

Stores third cash flow

group.

The next step (pressing ) is necessary if you have the HP-17B.

 

=CALC=

=|RR% =IRR%=1.18

x]12[=] 14.13

Displays the CALC
menu.

Calculates monthly
IRR%.

Calculates APR.

* On the HP-19B,these prompts are: INIT= and FLOW(1) =.
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Graduated-Payment Mortgages

A graduated-payment mortgage is designed to meet the needs of home-
buyers who currently cannot afford high mortgage payments, but who
have the potential of increased earnings in the years to come.

Under a graduated-payment mortgage plan, the payments increase by a
fixed percentage at the end of each year for a specified number of years.
Thereafter, the payment amount remains constant. The result is that in
the early years the borrower makes a paymentthat is less than a tradi-
tional mortgage payment at the same interestrate, but in the later years
makes larger payments than he would have with a traditional loan.

The equations below calculate the first year’s monthly payment and pay-
ments for subscquent years given the total number of payments, the
annualinterest rate, the loan amount, the annual percentage that the pay-
ments increase, and the number of years that the payments increase. The
GPMT equation can be modified to accommodate other than monthly
payments by changing the constant 12 to the number of payments per
year.

Entering and Using the GPMT and PMT Equations:

1. Enter the GPMT and PMT cquations into the Solver.*

GPMT=PV=+ (USPV (I$YR:12:12)xUSFV
((((1+%INC+100)+(1+I%YR:1200)~12)
~1)x100: #YRS) + ( (USPV (I%YR+12:
N-12x#YRS)x (1+$INC+100) ~#YRS)+SPFV
(I$YR+12:12x#YRS)))

PMT=RND (GPMT: 2)x (1+%INC2+100) ~
(MIN (YR#:#YRS+1)-1)

* Tokeyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ= = OTHER= =: =.
To key in ™ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press B
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZEZOTHERE=Z # =
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2. Display the GPMT equation menu.

3. Store valuesin the following variables:

® Loan amount in ZPVE,

® Annual interest rate (as a percentage) in 1%YR=.

m Annual percentage increase in the monthly payment in
= %INC=.

m Number of years during which payments increase in = #YRS =.

m Total number of payments in =N =,

4. Press = GPMT = to calculate the monthly payment amount for the
first year.

5. Display the PMT equation menu.

6. Store the ycar number in = YR# =.

7. Press = PMT = to calculate the monthly payment amountin the
specified year.*
 

Example. A couple purchased a new house with a graduated-payment
mortgage. The loan is for $50,000 over a period of 30 years at an initial
annualinterest rate of 12.5%. The monthly payments will be graduating at
an annualrate of 5% for each ofthe first 5 years and then will be level for
the remaining 25 years. Whatis the amount of the monthly payment in the
first year? How much are the monthly payments in each subsequent year?

Display the GPMT equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

50000 =pPV= PV=50,000.00 Stores known values.

30([x]12=ENZ= N=360.00

125 ZI1%YRE 1%YR=12.50

5= %INCE= %INC=5.00

* The PMT equation shares variables with the GPMT equation. You must store variables
in the GPMT equation and calculate the amount of the monthly graduated-payment
before calculating subsequent payments with the PMT equation.
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#YRS = #YRS=5.00

=GPMT =GPMT=448.88

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2EYR#Z=PMT= PMT=471.32

3=YR# ==PMT PMT =494.89

4=YR#Z=PMT= PMT=519.63

5EYR#PMT PMT =545.62

6= YR# =PMT PMT=572.90
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Calculates monthly pay-
ment in first year.

Displays menu for the
PMT equation.

Calculates monthly pay-
ment for year 2.

Calculates monthly pay-
ment for year 3.

Calculates monthly pay-
ment for year 4.

Calculates monthly pay-
ment for year 5.

Calculates monthly pay-
ment for years 6 to 30.



 

Amortization Schedule With Unequal
Payments

It is possible to generate an amortization schedule in situations where
either the periodic payment amount or the annualinterest rate, or both,
change. You must know the amount of the loan, the interest rates, the

amount of each payment, and the number of payments at each interest
rate.

Rememberto use the cash-flow sign convention: Money paid outis nega-
tive, money received is positive.

To calculate an amortization schedule with unequal payments:

1.

2.

3.

6.

7.

Display the TVM menu.

Clear the TVM variables, store the number of payments per year in
= P/YRE, and set the payment mode (Begin or End).

Store the initial loan information (the loan amount, annual interest
rate, and periodic payment amount) in the TVM menu. (If the pay-
ment amount is not known, it can be calculated by also storing the
total number of payments in = N = and then pressing = PMT =.)

Press = OTHER = = AMRT = to display the amortization menu.

Key in the number of payments to amortize and press = #P =. Press
= INT = and = BAL = to display the interest and remaining balance.
Repeatthis step until all payments at this amount and interest rate
are amortized.

With the remaining balance in the calculator line, press [EXIT||EXIT

= PV = to store the remaining balance as the new loan amount
in the TVM menu.

Store the adjusted annual interest rate in = I%YR = and the new
periodic payment amount in = PMT =

 

Repeat steps 47 until the schedule is complete.
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Example 1. A $50,000, 30-ycar, adjustable-rate mortgage has the follow-
ing terms:

12 payments at 12% interest; PMT=$514.31.
24 payments at 13% interest; PMT =$552.70.
324 payments at 15% interest; PMT =$629.55.

Generate a yearly amortization schedule for the first three years.
(Assume the borrower’s point of view.)

 

 

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

=TVM= Displays TVM menu.

n Clears TVM variables.

= OTHER = Sects 12 payments per
u year; End mode.

12 =I1%YR = 1%YR=12.00 Storesinitial loan infor-
50000 =PV = PV =50,000.00 mation.

514.31[+/-]EPMT=  PMT=-514.31

= OTHER= = AMRT = Displays amortization
menu.

12=Z#P= #P=12 PMTS:1-12  Stores number of pay-

ments to amortize.

The next step (pressing = INT =) is necessary if you have the HP-17B or
HP-27S.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

= INT= INTEREST =

-5,990.23

=BAL= BALANCE =49,818.51

Returns to TVM menu.

=PVE PV=49,818.51 Stores remaining balance

as ncw loan amount.

13 Z1%YR= 1%YR=13.00 Stores adjusted interest
552.70 =PMT= PMT=-552.70 rate and payment

amount.
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= OTHER = = AMRT = Displays amortization
menu.

12=#P= #P=12 PMTS:1-12  Stores number of pay-
ments to amortize.

The next step (pressing = INT £) is necessary if you have the HP-17B or
HP-278S.

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

S INT= INTEREST =

-6,466.76

=BAL= BALANCE =49,652.87

12=#P= #P=12 PMTS:13-24

= INT= INTEREST =

-6,443.90

=BAL= BALANCE =49,464.37
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Loan With Extra Annual Payments

You may choose to make extra annual payments on a loan. The equation
below helps you determine how an extra payment made at the end of the
year affects the term of the loan or changes the monthly payments.

Rememberto use the cash-flow sign convention: Money paid outis nega-
tive, money received is positive.

Entering and Using the XTRAPMT Equation:

1. Enter the XTRAPMT equation into the Solver.*

XTRAPMT : NxI %YRxPVx0+PMT= (-PV+USPV
(I$YR+12:N)) - (XPMT=USFV(I%YR:12:12))

2. Display the XTRAPMT equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Number of monthly payment periods in ENZ.

® Annual interest rate as a percentage in 1%YRE.

m Loan amount in EPVZ.

® Monthly payment amountin PMT=,

m Extra annual payment amount in = XPMT =.

 
* Tokeyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press SWXYZ= SEOTHER==: =. 
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Example: Part 1. Your bank will loan $100,000 for 30 years at 10%.
The regular monthly payment is $877.57. Calculate the monthly payment
if you make an additional payment of $1,500 at the end of cach year.

Display the XTRAPMT equation menu.

 

Keys: Display: Description:

30[x]12=NZ N=360.00 Stores term.

10 Z1%YR= 1%YR =10.00 Storesinterestrate.

100000 =PV PV=100,000.00 Stores loan amount.

1500 =XPMT=  XPMT=-1,500.00 Stores extra payment
amount.

=PMT = PMT=-758.20 Calculates new monthly
payment amount.

Part 2. If the extra payment of $1,500 is made at the end of each year in
addition to the regular monthly payment of $877.57, how long would it
take to pay off the mortgage?

877.57 =PMT= PMT=-877.57 Stores payment amount.

=N= N=217.77* Calculates new term in

months.

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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Add-On Interest Rates and APR

The add-on interest rate determines what portion of the principal will be
added on as the finance charge for a loan. This sum is then divided by the
number of months in the loan to determine the monthly payment. For
example, a $6,000, 10% add-on rate for one year means that you add 10%
of $6,000 on to the amount of the loan. This amountis usually called the
“finance charge.” The loan amount plus interest is $6,600, and the

monthly paymentis $550 (6,600 -+ 12). If the loan were for two years, the
finance charge would be $1,200 (600 x 2), with a monthly payment of $300
(7,200 = 24).

The following equation converts an add-on interest rate (RATE) to an
APR (I%YR), or converts an APR to an add-on rate. The equation can be
modified to accommodate other than monthly payments by changing the
constant 12 to the number of payments per year. In that case, #MO would
reflect the total number of payments.

Entering and Using the ADDON Equation:

1. Enter the ADDON equation into the Solver.*

ADDON: #MO+ (1+ (#MO+12)x(RATE=+100) )=
USPV(I%YR:12: #MO)

2. Display the ADDON equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Total number of months in the loan in = #MO =. 
 

[m Add-on interest rate as a percentage in = RAT 
 

Py 11
1m Annual interest rate as a percentage in = 1%Y

* To keyin : on the HHP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ = = OTHER =
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ= = OTHER=Z # =.
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Example 1. Whatis the equivalent add-on rate for a 24-month loan with
an APR of 13.5%?

Display the ADDON equation menu.

 
  

 
 

Keys: Display: Description:

24 = #MO = #MO=24.00 Stores known values.

13.5 ZI%YR= 1%YR=13.50

= RATE= RATE=7.33 Calculates add-on rate. 

Example 2: Part 1. A $15,000 loan with 36 monthly payments is quoted
at an add-on rate of 9.5%. Calculate the APR.

Display the ADDON equation menu.

 

  

 
 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

36 = #MO = #MO=36.00 Stores known values.
9.5 =RATE= RATE=9.50

= I%YR= 1%YR=17.08* Calculates APR.

0 1%YR=17.08 Stores value in register0.

* The Solver searches for an itcrative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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Part 2. Calculate the monthly payment.

 
 

 

 

=TVME 17.08 Displays TVM menu.

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHERE= Sets 12 payments per

u year; End mode.
0 I1%YRE 1%YR=17.08 Stores known values.

36=N= N=36.00
15000 =PV = PV=15,000.00

=PMT = PMT=-535.42 Calculates monthly pay-
ment.
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Rent or Buy Decision

The question of whether to rent or buy a house is not always easy to
answer, especially when the time period over which you would rent or own
is short. The equation in this section helps you analyze from a financial
standpoint whether it is in your best financial interest to rent or buy.

The analysis is based on the following assumptions:

® You have a conventional mortgage with fixed interest monthly pay-
ments.

m Interest on the mortgage and property taxes are tax deductible.

® You own the home for several years and then sellit.

To use the equations, you must know the following:

m Rental costs

m Monthly rent

= Refundable deposit

m House costs

m Down payment

Closing costs

Monthly loan payment

Property taxes

Additional annual maintenance costs

Loan amount

Annual appreciation rate in property values

Selling commission rate

Annual interest rate on loan

m Years between purchase and sale of home

m Otherfactors

m Income tax rate

m Required rate of return on investments

The RENT.OR.BUY equation calculates the net present value of a house
purchase investment. If the net present value is positive, you prefer buying
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over renting. If the net present value is negative, you prefer renting. In
general, if you increase rent, buying becomes more attractive. The results
of this equation are approximate, to be used for planning only. For more
information, consult a tax accountant or a qualified tax or financial advi-
SOr.

Entering and Using the RENT.OR.BUY Equation:

 

ll#' To enter and use this equation, you must have at least 1100
bytes of available memory. To check available memory,

Note prcss W [MEM].

 

1. Enter the RENT.OR.BUY c¢quation into the Solver.*

RENT.OR. BUY : ~-DOWN-CLOSE+DEPST- (PMTx12
x (1— ( (PMTxYRSx12- (LOAN- ( LOANXSPFV (I3YR
+12:YRSx12) —-PMTXUSFV (I$YR+12:YRSx12))))
+ (PMTxYRSx12) ) xITAX%+100) +MNTC+PTAXx (1-
ITAX$+100) -RENTx12)xUSPV (IRR% : YRS) +
( (LOAN+DOWN) xSPFV (APP% : YRS ) x (1-COM%
+100) ~DEPST- (LOAN-PMTXUSPV (I3YR=12:
YRSx12) )xSPFV (I3YR+12:YRSx12) )xSPPV
(IRR%: YRS)=NPV

2. Display the RENT.OR.BUY cquation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Down paymentif you purchase the home in DOWN=,

m Closing costs if you purchasc the home in CLOSE=.

m Refundable deposit if you rent in DEPST=.

® Monthly mortgage payment in PMT=.

* Tokeyin: on the HIP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= = OTHER==:=
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m Number of years between purchase and sale of the home in

=YRS=.

® Loan amount in LOAN=,

® Annual interest rate on the loan in I%YRE.

m Income tax rate as a percentage in ITAX%=.

m Annual maintenance costs on the purchased home not incurred
when renting in MNTC=,

® Annual property taxes in PTAX=,

m Monthly rent in RENT=.

m Required rate of return on investments in IRR%=.

® Annual appreciation rate of the home as a percentage in
= APP% =I

im Selling commission rate as a percentage in = COM%

4. Press = NPV = to calculate the net present value of the investment of
buying rather than renting.

Example: Part 1. If you buy a house, you pay $7,000 down, $2,000 at
closing, and $1,800 in property taxes each year. You expect the house to
appreciate at a rate of 3.5% each year. When you sell the house in 10
years, you expect to pay a 6% commission.

The annual interest rate on the $75,000 loan is 11.5%. The monthly pay-
ments are $742.72. The yearly maintenance costs above what you would
payif renting are $750.

If you rent, you pay a refundable deposit of $500 and $575 rent per month.

Your tax bracket is 28% and your required rate of return is 8%. Calcu-
late the net present value of the investment in the house.
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Display the RENT.OR.BUY equation menu.

7000
2000 =

500 DEPST

742.72ZPMT

| 2
g

Q|
12

w m
l

|Z

1
I

10 ZYRS
MORE

75000 LOAN

11.5Z1%YR=

28 ITAX%

750 EMNTC =

8 = IRR% =

3.5 ZAPP% =

6 = COM% =

= NPV 

DOWN=7,000.00

CLOSE =2,000.00

DEPST =500.00

PMT=742.72

YRS=10.00

LOAN=75,000.00

1%YR=11.50

ITAX% =28.00

MNTC=750.00

PTAX=1,800.00

RENT=575.00

IRR% =8.00

APP% =3.50

COM% =6.00

NPV=-2,122.81
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Stores down payment.

Stores closing costs.

Stores rental deposit.

Stores monthly mortgage
payment.

Stores number of years.

Stores loan amount.

Stores interest rate.

Stores income tax rate.

Stores annual mainte-

nance costs.

Stores property taxes.

Stores monthly rent.

Stores required return on
investments.

Stores appreciation
amount.

Stores commission rate

on sale.

Calculates net present
value.



Part 2. At what monthly rent are the two alternatives equivalent?

0O =NPV= NPV=0.00 Stores zero net present
value.

= RENT = RENT =601.36 Calculates rent at which

two alternatives are

equal.

If the monthly rent is higher than $601.36 per month, you prefer to buy. If
the rent is less, you prefer to rent.
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Universal Whole Life Insurance

Universallife insurance, a form of whole life insurance, combines

insurance protection with an accumulation account that generally builds
throughout the life of the insured. The benefit of the policy can be real-
ized in two ways: the policy can be canceled and any cash value distributed
to the policy owner (which may have negative tax implications), or, when
the insured dies, an estate benefit is paid to the beneficiary of the policy.

Comparison of policies is often made by calculating the internal rate of
return (IRR%) of the policies under consideration. The calculation uses
the premiums as the cash invested, and the realized benefit (either estate
or accumulated cash value) as the cash received. The equation below
rccognizes that the premium payment period may be less than the policy
term being considered, as is typical in vanishing premium types of policies.

Entering and Using the ULIFE Equation:

1. Enter the ULIFE cquation into the Solver.*

ULIFE:PREMx(1+USPV (IRRS:IF (#P>#YRS:
#YRS—-1:#P-1)))-VAIxSPPV (IRR%: #YRS)

2. Display the ULIFE cquation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Annual premiumof the policy in =PREM=. The first premiumis

paid today.

® Annual internal rate of return of the policy as a percentage in

= IRR% =.

m Number of premiums to be paid in =#P =, If premiums are to
be paid for life, store an integer greater than or equal to #YRS.

 

  

  
* Tokey in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press =wWxyz = =

To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press E:WZJ[Z

To key in > on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press =WXYZ= =
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m Number of years to analyze the policy in = #YRS =.

m Accumulated value or estate benefit at the end of #YRS in

=VALZ=.

 

"i:' #P and #YRS are not the age of the insured. If the policy is
issued at age 30 and you want to know the accumulated

Note value at age 55, then #YRS is 25.

 

Example. You are offered a life insurance policy that includes an accu-
mulation account feature. The annual premium of $1,300 is to be paid for
10 years. If the balance in the accumulation account is projected to be
$44,840 at the end of 20 years, whatis the internalrate of return of the
policy?

Display the ULIFE equation menu.

 

Keys: Display: Description:

1300 = PREM = PREM=1,300.00 Stores annual premium.

10=#P= #P=10.00 Stores number of premi-
ums to be paid.

20=#YRS = #YRS =20.00 Stores number of years
to analyze policy.

44840 = VAL = VAL=44,840.00 Stores accumulated

value.

= IRR% = IRR% =8.14* Calculates internal rate
of return.

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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Term Life Insurance

 

l# This procedure cannot be done on the HP-27S. For an
equation to calculate NPV and IRR% on the HP-27S, sce

Note appendix B, “Net Present Value and Internal Rate of
Return on the HP-27S,” on page 190.

 

Term life insurance policies provide life insurance protection without an
accumulation account built into the policy.

You can compare term life insurance policies having equal amounts of
protection by calculating the net present value of each policy. Use the
CFLO menu to make this calculation. Because premiumsfor life
insurance policies are paid at the beginning of each year, enter the first
premium as the initial cash flow.

To calculate the net present value of term life insurance premiums:

1. Display the CFLO menu.

2. Press W = YES = to clear the list. (If you don’t want to
delete the list, name your old list and get a new list.)

3. Enterthe first year premium as the initial cash flow.

4. Enter subsequent premiums and the number of times they occur.

5. In the CFLO CALC menu, store the annual savings rate as a per-
centage in = 1% =.

6. Press = NPV = to calculate the net present value of the insurance
premiums.
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Example. You arc offered a term life policy with the following premi-
ums for 15 years:

Years

1 (initial flow)
2-5

6-10

11-15

Annual Premium

$390
$390
$650

$1,260

If the low risk savings rate is 6% annually, what is the net present value of
the 15 premiums?

Display the CFLO menu.

Keys: Display:

B CLEARDATA|=YES = 
=YES= FLOW(0) =2* 

390 FLOW(1)="2*

4 FLOW(2)=?

650
5 FLOW(3) =7
1260
5 FLOW(4)="

Description:

Clears currentlist or gets
a new onc.

Stores cash flow for

year 1.

Stores cash flows for

years 2-5.

Stores cash flows for

years 6—10.

Stores cash flows for

years 11-15.

*  On the HP-19B, these prompts are: INIT= and FLOW(1) =.
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Skip the next step (pressing [EXIT]) if you have the HP-19B.

 

 

 

 

=CALC=

6=1%= 1% =6.00 Stores annual savings
rate.

=NPV= NPV=7,051.72 Calculates net present
value oflife insurance
premiums.
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Tax Deferral and
Planning for Retirement
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Equivalent Contribution

When analyzing retirement plans, one factor you should consideris
whether contributions by you, or made on your behalf, are tax-deferred.
Tax-deferred payments are actually greater than a similar investment in a
non-deferred program. Any total return computation would be reduced by
an amount equal to the taxes incurred on a payment received as ordinary
income.

The following equation calculates the after-tax payment that would be
equivalent to a tax-deferred payment.

Entering and Using the EQUIV Equation:

1. Enter the EQUIV equation into the Solver.*

EQUIV:BPMTx(1-MTX%+100)=APMT

2. Display the EQUIV cquation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Tax-deferred payment (before-tax contribution) in BPMT=.

m Marginal income tax rate in MTX%=.

m After-tax payment in = APMT =.

Example. You have the option to contribute $1,500 into a tax-deferred
compensation plan offered by your employer. You are in the 28% tax
bracket. What would be the equivalent after-tax contribution to a non-tax
deferred plan?

 
* Tokeyin : on the HP-17B and HP 27S, press EWXYZE EOTHERE=: = 
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Display the EQUIV equation menu.

Keys: Display:

1500 = BPMT = BPMT =1,500.00

28 = MTX% = MTX% =28.00

= APMT = APMT =1,080.00
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Description:

Stores before-tax pay-
ment amount.

Stores marginal tax
bracket.

Calculates after-tax

equivalent payment.



 

Value of Tax-Deferred and Non-Tax-Deferred

Accounts at Retirement

The procedures in this section calculate the amount and the purchasing
powerofa tax-deferred account and of a non-tax- deferred account.

Value of Tax-Deferred Account

Use the TVM menu to calculate the amount in your account at retire-
ment. Remember to use the cash-flow sign convention: Money paid out
is negative, money rcceived is positive.

To calculate the value in a tax-deferred account:

1. Display the TVM menu.

2. Clear the TVM variablcs, store the number of payments per year in

= P/YRZ, and set the payment mode (Begin or End).

3. Store the following variables:

 

m Number of payments until you retire in =N =.

m Annual dividend rate in =I%YR =.

m Payment amount in = PMT =,

4. Press = FV = to calculate the amount in the account at retirement.

Example: Part 1. Assume a 35-year investment period with a dividend
rate of 8.175%. If you invest $2,000 at the beginning of each year in an
IRA, how much will you have at retirement?

Display the TVM menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

n Clears TVM variables.

=OTHER= 1 =P/YR= Sets 1 payment per year;
=BEG= Begin mode.
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35=ENE N=35.00 Stores number of years
until retirement.

8.175 = I%YR= 1%YR=8.18 Stores dividend rate.

2000 = PMT = PMT = -2,000.00 Stores payment amount.

=FVE FV=387,640.45 Calculates amount in

IRA at retirement.

Part 2. How much have you paid into the IRA?

RCL]EPMT = —2,000.00x Recalls payment amount.

=NE[=] —70,000.00 Total amountpaid in.

Part 3. How much interest have you earned?

=FVE[=] 317,640.45 Calculates interest
earned (difference
between what you paid in
and future value ofthe
account).

Part 4. After retirement, you estimate that you will be taxed at 20%.
Whatis the after-tax value?

=FVE[-]20 Calculates value of
[=] 310,112.36 account after taxes are

paid at 20%.

Part 5. What is the purchasing power of that amount, in today’s dollars,
assuming 5% annual inflation?

1 i FV=310,112.36 Stores future value of

account.
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I 0=PMT= PMT=0.00 Stores zero payment.

SALE 1%YR =5.00 Stores inflation rate.

PV=-56,220.36* Calculates value of

account after inflation.

 

o 
 

i T < i 

Value of a Non-Tax-Deferred Account

You can also use the TVM menu to calculate the value of a non-tax-
deferred account. Remember to use the cash-flow sign convention:
Money paid outis negative, money received is positive.

To calculate the value in a non-tax-deferred account:

1. Display the TVM menu.

2. Clear the TVM variables, store the number of payments per year in
= P/YRZE, and set the payment mode (Begin or End).

3. Store the following variables:

m Number of payments until you retire in =N =.

m Annual interest rate multiplied by (1 - (tax rate%--100)) in

S I%YRE.

m Payment amount in = PMT =.

4. Press = FV = to calculate the future value of a taxed investment.

Example: Part 1. If you invest $2,000 at the beginning of each year,
with dividends or interest taxed as ordinary income, how much will you
have in the account at retirement? Assume a dividend rate of 8.175%,a

tax rate of 28%, and an investment period of 35 years.

Display the TVM menu.

* Ignore the sign convention when analyzing the result.
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Keys: Display:

 

u
= OTHERE 1 ZP/YR=
=BEG=

35=ENE N=35.00

8.175[xJ[(J1[-]28
SAGE 1%YR=5.89

2000 =EPMTZ  PMT=-2,000.00

=FV= FV=230,337.07

Description:

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 1 payment per year;

Begin mode.

Stores number of years
until retirement.

Stores interest rate

adjusted for taxes.

Stores payment amount.

Calculates future value of

a taxed account.

Part 2. What is the purchasing power of that amount in today’s dollars,
assuming 5% annual inflation?

 

 
 

 
 

O=PMT= PMT=0.00

5= I1%YRE 1%YR=5.00

=pPV= PV=-41757.87* 

* Ignore the sign convention when analyzing the result.

Stores zero payment.

Stores inflation rate.

Calculates value of

account after inflation.
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Certificates of Deposit
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Introduction

A certificate of deposit (CD) is generally a short-term obligation offered
by banks and savings institutions. A varicty of maturities, ranging from
seven days to ten years, arc usually available.

When analyzing a CD, be sure to consider the following:

m Nominal interestrate.

m Compounding period.

m Compounding method.

m Effective yield.

m Penalty imposed for carly withdrawal.

The applications in this chapter show you how to calculate the time to
maturity, maximum term given date constraints, and penalty and yicld on
early withdrawal.
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Time to Maturity and Maximum Term

The built-in TIME CALC menu can calculate the maturity date of a CD
with a specified term. It can also calculate the maximum term, given a
desired maturity date.

To calculate the maturity date or maximum term of a CD:

1. Display the TIME CALC menu.

2. Store the purchase date of the CD (in MM.DDYYYY format) in
= DATE1 =.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Number of days to maturity in DAYS=.

® Maturity date (in MM.DDYYYY format) in DATE2=.

Example 1: CD Maturity Date. On August 4, 1988, you purchased a
CD from your local savingsinstitution. If the term of the CD is 180 days,
when will your certificate mature?

Display the TIME CALC menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

8.041988 = DATE1 = DATE1=08/04/1988 Stores purchase date.
THU

180 = DAYS = ACTUAL DAYS = Stores days to maturity.
180.00

= DATE2 = DATE2=01/31/1989 Calculates maturity date.
TUE
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Example 2: Desired Term. You reccive your tax refund on March 14,
1988 and wantto invest in a CD until you need the money on December
15. Whatis the maximum term you should consider?

Display the TIME CALC menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

3.141988 = DATE1 = DATE1=03/14/1988 Stores purchase date.
MON

12.151988 =DATE2= DATE2=12/15/1988 Stores latest maturity
THU date.

= DAYS = ACTUAL DAYS = Calculates maximum
276.00 term.
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Penalty and Yield on Early Withdrawal

The equations in this section calculate the amount of the interest penalty
for early withdrawal of a CD, and the yicld once the penalty is known.
The penalty equation in this section assumes that the interest penalty on
the CD is stated as a number of days interest at simple interest. The
number of penalty days must not exceed one year. The yield equation
assumes simple interest is earned during any period less than one year.

To use these equations, you must know whether your CD uses an actual,
365-, or 360-day calendar. The three calendars are explained in the
chapter on the TIME menus in the calculator owner’s manual. Ask your
financial institution which calendar applies to your CD.

This calculation 1s limited to the transaction between the original pur-
chaser and the issuing financial institution. The equation does not calcu-
late the yield of a CD thatis bought or sold in a sccondary market.

The variables in the PENALTY cquation are shared with CDYIELD,so
if you first calculate the penalty, you don’t have to reenter values for
FACE, 1%, P, DY/YR, and PNLT in the CDYIELD e¢quation.

Entering and Using the PENALTY and CDYIELD Equations:

1. Enter the PENALTY and CDYIELD cquations into the Solver.*

PENALTY : FACEx( (1+I%+100+P) AP-1)x
DAYS=+DY/YR=PNLT

CDYIELD:FACE=( (FACEx(1+((1+I%+100=+P)
AP-1)xFP (DDAYS (ISSUE:REDM: CAL)+DY/YR))
x(1+I%+100+P) ~P~IP (DDAYS (ISSUE:REDM: CAL)
+DY/YR) ) —PNLT)+ (1+YLD%+100xFP (DDAYS
(ISSUE:REDM: CAL)=DY/YR) )= (1+YLD$+100)
AIP(DDAYS (ISSUE:REDM: CAL)+DY/YR)

* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ=ZOTHER= =:
To key in ” on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press B [yX]
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2. If you need to calculate the penalty, display the PENALTY equa-
tion menu. Store the following variables:

m Face amount of the CD in = FACE =. 
 

m Nominal annualinterest rate as a percentage in = 1% =.
 

m Number of compounding periods per year in=P =.

m Number of days penalty for early withdrawal in = DAYS =.

m Number of days in a year in =DY/YRZ.

 Press = PNLT = to calculate the dollar amount of the penalty.

3. Display the CDYIELD equation menu. If you did not just calculate
PNLT, store FACE, 1%, P, and DY/YR as described in step 2. Also

store PNLT. Then store the following variables:

m Date the CD was issued (in MM.DDYYYY format) in

= ISSUE =.

m Date the CD was redeemed (in MM.DDYYYY format) in

= REDME.

m Calendar identification number in CAL=:

m 1 for the actual calendar

m 2 for the 365-day calendar

m 3 for the 30-day month, 360-day year financial calendar

Press YLD% to calculate the annualyield on the CD.

Example: Part 1. A $3,000 CD you purchased earns interest at 7.125%
annually, compounded monthly. It carries a penalty of 90 days of interest
earnings if it is redeemed prior to maturity. What is the penalty if the
financialinstitution uses a 365-day calendar?

Display the PENALTY equation menu.

 
 
 

Keys: Display: Description:

3000 = FACE = FACE=3,000.00 Stores CD amount.

7125Z1% = 1%=7.13 Stores interest rate.
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12=P= P=12.00 Stores compounding
periods per year.

90 = DAYS = DAYS=90.00 Stores penalty days.

365 =DY/YR= DY/YR=365.00 Stores days in the year.

=PNLT = PNLT=54.46 Calculates penalty
amount.

Part 2. You purchased the CD on April 25, 1988 and are surrendering
the CD for early withdrawal on November 10, 1988. The financial institu-
tion uses the actual calendar. Calculate the yield over the period you have
held the CD.

Display the CDYIELD equation menu.

 

 

4.251988 ISSUE ISSUE= 4.25 Stores issue date.

11.101988=REDM= REDM=11.10 Stores redemption date.

MORE
1=CAL= CAL=1.00 Stores actual calendar

code.

YLD% YLD%=4.03* Calculates effective
annual yield.

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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Introduction

The HP-17B and the HP-19B include a built-in BOND menu that calcu-
lates bond yield and bond price for a wide variety of bonds issued in the
United States. For more information, read the appropriate section in the
calculator owner’s manual. For more information about bonds that can
and cannot be solved using the BOND menu, see appendix C, “Bonds,” in
this book.

To do bond calculations, you must know:

m When the interest (coupon) payments are made, either semi-annually
or annually.

m Which calendar the bond issuer uses, either the actual calendar

(A/A), or the 30-day month, 360-day year (30/360) calendar. These
two calendars are used in the BOND menu. Appendix C, on page 200
in this manual, will help you determine which calendar to use and
which bonds you can solve. Check with your broker or dealer for
information about the calendar for your bond.

To calculate the price and yield on interest at maturity notes and
discounted notes, see chapter 7, “Notes.”
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Bond Price and Yield

 

ll#' This procedure cannot be done on the HP-27S.

Note

 

The calculation of bond price and yield is detailed in the calculator
owner’s manual. This section provides additional BOND menu examples
for calculating price, yicld to maturity, and yicld to call.

To calculate the price or yield of a bond:

1. Display the BOND menu.

2. Press m to clear the bond variables and to set
CALL =100.

3. Define the type of bond by pressing = TYPE =, followed by the
appropriate calendar and coupon interval. Press |EXIT|to restore the
BOND mecnu.

4. Store the following variables:

m Settlement date in = SETT =

m Maturity date or call date in = MAT =. When you calculate yield
to call, the call date must be a coupon date.

® Annual coupon rate as a percentage in = CPN% =.

m If you are calculating yield to call,call value in = CALL =.

5. Do a and/or b and/or ¢:

a. To calculate the price, store the yicld to maturity in = YLD% =.
Press = PRICE =.

 

b. To calculate the yiceld, store the price in = PRICE =. Press
= YLD% =.

€. To calculate the accrued interest, press = ACCRU =. Thetotal
amount owed the seller is PRICE + ACCRU.
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Example 1: Yield to Maturity. On June 3, 1988, you pay $113 per
$100 of par value for a U.S. Treasury Bond with an 11.5% coupon rate. If
the bond matures on December 15, 1998, what is the yield to maturity?
The calendar basis is actual/actual with semi-annual coupon payments.
Use the MM.DDYYYY date format.

  

  

 
 

 

Display the BOND menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

m Clears BOND variables.

=TYPEZZA/A= A/A SEMIANNUAL  Sets bond type.
= SEMI=

6.031988 = SETT = SETT=06/03/1988  Stores settlement date.
FRI

12.151998 = MAT = MAT=12/15/1998 Stores maturity date.
TUE

11.5 =CPN% = CPN%=11.50 Stores annual coupon
rate.

= MORE =

113 = PRICE = PRICE=113.00 Stores price per $100.

= YLD% = YLD%=9.52 Calculates yield to matu-
rity.

Example 2: Price. On February 28, 1989, you purchase an 8.5% U.S.
Treasury Note that matures on September 16, 1996. If you require a yicld
to maturity of 9%, what price per $100 of par value would you be willing
to pay? The calendar basisis actual/actual and the coupon payments are
semi-annual. Use the MM.DDYYYY date format.

Display the BOND menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

u Clears BOND variables.
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=STYPESZA/AZ A/A SEMIANNUAL
= SEMI = |EXIT

2.281989 = SETT = SETT=02/28/1989
TUE

9.161996 = MAT = MAT=09/16/1996
MON

8.5 = CPN% = CPN%=8.50

= MORE =

9= YLD% = YLD%=9.00

=PRICE = PRICE=97.30

= ACCRU = 97.30+3.87

(=] 101.17

Sets bond type.

Stores settlement date.

Stores maturity date.

Stores annual coupon

rate.

Stores currentyield.

Calculates price per $100
of face value.

Adds accrued interest

owed the seller.

Calculates net price.

Example 3: Yield to Call. On September 8, 1988, you purchase a
9.75% corporate bond. The purchase price of the bond is $105 per $100
of par value. The bond matures on August 20, 2013 but a call provision
allows the company to prepay the bond on February 20, 1998, a coupon
payment date, at $102. The calendar basis is 30/360 and the coupon pay-
ments are made semi-annually. What is the yield to call? Use the
MM.DDYYYY date format.

Display the BOND menu.

Keys: Display:

u
=TYPEZZ360 = 30/360 SEMI
= SEMI = ANNUAL

9.081988 = SETT = SETT=09/08/1988
THU
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Description:

Clears BOND variables.

Sets bond type.

Stores settlement date.



2.201998 = MAT =

9.75 =CPN% =

102 =CALL=

= MORE =

105 =PRICE =

ZYLD% =

MAT =02/20/1998
FRI

CPN%=9.75

CALL=102.00

PRICE=105.00

YLD% = 9.09

Stores call date.

Stores annual coupon
rate.

Stores call value.

Stores price.

Calculatesyield to call.

Example 4: Yield of a Zero-Coupon Bond. You purchase a zcro-
coupon, semi-annual bond on April 4, 1988. The bond matures on June
22, 2010. The price is $11.50. The calendar basis is 30/360. Calculate the
yicld of the bond. Use the MM.DDYYYY date format.

Display the BOND menu.

Keys:

B |CLEAR DATA

  

1 0 m i i
l w N o i  

i w
n m = i m = l 

 
4.041988 = SETT 

 

 
6.222010 > i 

i iMORE

11.5 ZPRICE=

= YLD% =

i

Display:

30/360 SEMI
ANNUAL
SETT=04,/04/1988
MON

MAT =06/22/2010
TUE

PRICE=11.50

YLD%= 9.98

6: Bond Price and Yield

Description:

Clears BOND variables;

sets CALL to 100.

Sets bond type.

Stores settlement date.

Stores maturity date.

Stores price.

Calculatesyield.
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Current Yield

The current yield of a bond is often quoted. If you calculate the current
yield of both taxable and tax-exempt bonds, you can compare these yiclds.
The following equation helps you compare the before-tax and after-tax
current yield of bonds.

Entering and Using the CYIELD Equation:

1. Enter the CYIELD equation into the Solver.*

CYIELD:IF(S(CYLD%) : CPN%+-PRICEx100
—CYLD%:IF (S (ATAX%) :CYLD%x(1-TAX%+100)
—ATAX%:CYLD%+(1-TAX%+100) -BTAX%) )

2. Display the CYIELD equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Couponrate as a percentage in CPN%=.

m Bond price per $100 par value in PRICE=.

4. Press CYLD% to calculate the current yield.

5. To calculate the before- or after-tax currentyield:

m Store orcalculate current yield in CYLD%=.

m Store the marginaltax rate as a percentage in TAX%=.

6. Press ATAX% to calculate the after-tax current yield.

7. Press = BTAX% = to calculate the before-tax current yield.

 
* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WxXYZ= ZOTHERE =: =. 
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Example 1. Your brokertells you of a new debt issue with a coupon
rate of 8.5%. If the current price is 103.99, whatis the current yield?

Display the CYIELD equation menu.

Keys: Display:

8.5 =CPN% = CPN%=8.50

103.99 = PRICE = PRICE=103.99

CYLD%=8.17= CYLD%

Description:

Stores coupon rate.

Stores current price.

Calculates current yield.

Example 2. A corporate bond priced at 101.86 has a coupon of 10.95%.
Your marginal income tax rate is 28%. Calculate the after-tax current
yield on the corporate bond.

Display the CYIELD equation menu.

Keys: Display:

10.95 CPN% CPN%=10.95

101.86 PRICE= PRICE=101.86

CYLD% CYLD%=10.75

28 TAX% TAX% =28.00

ATAX% ATAX%=7.74

Description:

Stores coupon rate.

Stores bond price.

Calculates current yield.

Stores tax rate.

Calculates after-tax

currentyield.
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Example 3. A municipal issue has a currentyield of 7.1%. What yield
for a taxable bond is equivalentto the 7.1% tax-exempt yield? Your tax
rate 1s 28%.

Display the CYIELD equation menu.

Keys: Display:

7.1 ZCYLD% = CYLD%=7.10

28 = TAX% = TAX% =28.00

= BTAX% = BTAX% =9.86

106 6: Current Yield

Description:

Stores municipal bond
current yield.

Stores tax rate.

Calculates before-tax

equivalentyield.



 

Bond Premium Amortization

In some cases, tax regulations permit you to amortize the bond purchase
premium or discount over the life of the bond. This amortization can be
calculated using the built-in AMRT menu.

The procedure below assumes that the purchase date is a coupon date.
When the purchase date is not a coupon date, the method gives a close
approximation. The procedure also assumes that the bond price is the
price per $100 face value and that the bond has semi-annual coupons.

Remember to use the cash-flow sign convention: Money paid out is nega-
tive, money received is positive.

To amortize the bond premium:

1. Display the TVM menu.

2. Clear the TVM variables, store 2 as the number of payments per
year in = P/YR =, and select End mode.

3. Store the following variables:

m Remaining number of coupon payments in =N =.

m Bond purchase price in =PV =.

® One-half of the coupon rate in = PMT =
 

® One hundred in=Fv il 

4. Press 1%YRE to calculate the yield to maturity.

5. Display the AMRT menu.

6. Store 1in= #P=.

7 . Press = INT = to calculate the amount of taxable income for that

coupon period.

8. To calculate the amortized premium or discount, subtract the semi-
annual coupon amount.

9. Press = BAL = to calculate the total book value of the bond. 

10. To calculate the remaining unamortized premium or discount, sub-
tract 100.

11. Press = NEXT = to calculate the next coupon period.
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Example: Part 1. You arc considering buying a bond at 108. The
couponrate is 14%. There are 30 coupon payments until maturity. The
bond premium is to be amortized over the remaining coupon periods and
taxed as ordinary income. Calculate the amount that will be reported as
income during the first two coupon payment periods.

Display the TVM menu.

Keys: Display:

=
=0OTHER=Z2 =P/YR=
ZEND=

30=ENE N=30.00

14[=]2=PMT = PMT=7.00

108 [+/-]=PV= PV=-108.00

100=ZFVE FV=100.00

= |%YR= 1%YR=12.79

i O = I m X 1 1 > < X 3 11
1

 

 #P=1PMTS: 1-1

Description:

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 2 payments per year,

End mode.

Stores number of coupon

payments.

Stores semi-annual

coupon amount.

Stores bond price.

Stores bond redemption
value.

Calculates yield to matu-
rity.

Displays amortization
menu.

Stores period number.

The next step (pressing = INT =) 1s necessary if you have the HP-17B or

 

 

 

HP-278S.

=INT= INTEREST =6.91

=NEXT=ZINT = INTEREST=6.90
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Calculates taxable

income for period 1.

Calculates taxable

income for period 2.



Part 2. Calculate the remaining unamortized bond premium.

=BAL=[+]100]=] -7.81 Calculates unamortized
purchase premium at the
end of period 2.
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After-Tax Bond Yield

Tax law changes have complicated the calculation ofafter-tax bond yield
because bond purchase discount or premium can be handled in several
ways. This section provides solutions for three methods.

m Capital gain method - the discount or premium is taxed as capital
gain, the coupon payment is taxed as regular income.

m Actuarial amortization method - the discount or premium is amor-
tized on an actuarial basis over the remaining coupon payment
periods at an interest rate that is the before-tax bond yield. To calcu-
late the amount that is amortized each period, sece “Bond Premium
Amortization” on page 107.

m Straight-line amortization method - the discount or premium is amor-
tized on a straight-line basis over the remaining coupon payment
periods.

The proceduresin this section assume that the bond is purchased on a
coupon date and that periodic coupon payments are treated as regular
income.

Capital Gain Method

When using the capital gain method, after-tax bond yield can be calcu-
lated using the TVM menu. If you do this calculation often, you may want
to use the Solver equation on page 112.

This method reduces the coupon payment by the income tax on the
coupon payment and adjusts the redemption value. If the bond is pur-
chased at a discount, the capital gains tax reduces the redemption value. If
purchased at a premium, the tax savings is added to the redemption value.

TVM Solution. Remember to use the cash-flow sign convention:
Money paid out is negative, money received is positive.

To calculate the after-tax bond yield using the capital gain method:

1. Display the TVM menu.
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2. Clear the TVM variables, store 2 as the number of payments per
year in = P/YR S, and select End mode.

3. Store the number of coupon payments in =N =

4. Store the bond purchase price in =PV =,

5. Calculate the after-tax coupon payment by dividing the annual
coupon payment by 2, then multiplying by (1-decimaltax rate).
Store it in = PMT =,
 

6. Calculate the nct redemption amount by subtracting the purchase
price from 100, then multiplying by the capital gains tax rate. If you
purchased the bond at a discount, subtract the result from 100; if
you purchased at a premium, add it to 100. Store the result in =

 

1

7. Press = 1%YR = to calculate the after-tax bond yield. 

Example. You pay 96 for a bond with a 10% coupon rate and 20 coupon
payments. Your income tax rate is 28%. The coupon payments are taxed
as regular income; the bond discountis taxed as a capital gain at one-half
your tax rate. Calculate the estimate of the after-tax bond yield.

Display the TVM menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

u Clears TVM variables.

= OTHERZ 2 =P/YR= Sets 2 payments per ycar;
=END = End mode.

20=ENE N=20.00 Stores number of coupon
payments.

96 =PVE PV=-96.00 Stores bond price.

10[£]2 5.00x Calculates coupon pay-
ment amount.

[(J1[=].28=PMT= PMT=3.60 Stores after-tax coupon
payment amount.

100[-]96[=] 4.00 Calculates difference
between purchase price
and 100.
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28[=]2[=] 0.56 Calculates capital gains
tax on bond purchase
discount.

100EFVE  FV=99.44 Calculates and stores net
cash received at maturity.

= I%YR= 1%YR=7.74 Calculates after-tax bond

yield.

Solver Equation. If you often calculate after-tax bond yield using the
capital gain method, you may prefer to use the following equation.

Entering and Using the CGYIELD Equation:

1.

* Tokeyin: on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press SWXYZ =

112

Enter the CGYIELD equation into the Solver.*

CGYIELD:IF (S (ATY%) : OXNxCPN%—PRICE
+0xBTYS$+ (1-TAX%$+100) xCPN%+2xUSPV
(ATY%+2:N)+ (100- (100-PRICE)xCGT$%
+100)xSPPV (ATY%+2:N) : USPV (BTY%=+2:N)
XCPN%+2+100xSPPV (BTY%+2 :N) -PRICE)

. Display the CGYIELD equation menu.

Store or calculate the following variables:

= Number of coupon payments to maturity in ENZ.

® Annual coupon rate as a percentage in CPN%=.

m Bond purchase price in PRICE=.

m Before-tax bond yield as a percentage in = BTY% il

Store the following variables:

® Income tax rate as a percentage in = TAX% =.

m Capital gains tax rate as a percentage in = CGT% =.

Press = ATY% = to calculate the after-tax bond yield.

 
OTHEREE=: = 
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Example: Part 1. You pay 96 for a bond with a 10% coupon rate and
20 coupon payments. Calculate the estimate of the before-tax bond yield.

Display the CGYIELD menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

20ENE N=20.00 Stores number of coupon
payments.

10 ZCPN% = CPN%=10.00 Stores annual coupon
rate.

96 = PRICE = PRICE=96.00 Stores bond price.

=BTY% = BTY%=10.66* Calculates before-tax
yield.

Part 2. Continuing from part 1, your income tax rate is 28%. The coupon
payments are taxed as regular income; the bond discountis taxed as a
capital gain at one-half yourtax rate. Calculate the estimate of the after-
tax bond yield.

28 TAX% TAX% =28.00 Stores income tax rate.

MORE

14=CGT% CGT%=14.00 Stores capital gains tax
rate.

ATY% ATY%=7.74* Calculates after-tax bond
yield.

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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Actuarial Amortization Method

In somesituations, current tax regulations permit bond premiums to be
amortized over the life of the bond at the before-tax yield rate. “Bond
Premium Amortization” on page 107 shows how to calculate the amount
of the premium or discount that is accrued each coupon payment period.
To estimate the after-tax bond yield using the actuarial amortization
method, use the following equation.

Entering and Using the ACTYIELD Equation:

1. Enter the ACTYIELD equation into the Solver.*

ACTYIELD:IF (S (ATY%) : OXNxCPN%—-PRICE+O0
xBTY%+ (1-TAX%+100) x( (PRICExBTY%+200-
CPN%+2)x(1+(1+ATY%+200) -SPFV (BTY%+
2:N)+SPFV(ATY%+2:N+1) )+ (1- (1+BTY%+
200)+(1+ATY%+200) ) +CPN%+2xUSPV (ATY%+
2:N))+100xSPPV (ATY%=+2:N) :USPV (BTY%+
2:N)XCPN%+2+100xSPPV (BTY%+2:N) -PRICE)

2. Display the ACTYIELD equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Number of coupon payments to maturity in =N =.

m Annual coupon rate as a percentage in = CPN% =.

m Bond purchase price in = PRICE =.

m Before-tax bond yield as a percentage in = BTY% =.

4. Store income tax rate as a percentage in = TAX% =.

5. Press = ATY% = to calculate the after-tax bond yield.

* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ=E S OTHER==: =
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Example. You pay 108 for a bond with a 14% coupon rate and 30
coupon payments. Your income tax rate is 28%. The bond premium is to
be amortized over the remaining coupon payment periods and taxed as
ordinary income. Calculate the estimate of the before-tax and after-tax
bond yields.

Display the ACTYIELD menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

30=ENE= N=30.00 Stores number of coupon
payments.

14 =CPN% = CPN%=14.00 Stores annual coupon
rate.

108 = PRICE = PRICE=108.00 Stores bond price.

=BTY% = BTY%=12.79* Calculates before-tax

yield.

28 = TAX% = TAX%=28.00 Stores income tax rate.

EATY% = ATY%=8.79* Calculates after-tax bond
yield.

Straight-Line Amortization Method

In this amortization method, you accrue an equal part of the discount or
premium each coupon period using straight-line amortization.

The bond purchase discount or premium is treated as ordinary income
and you can use the TVM menu to calculate the after-tax bond yield. If
you do this calculation often, you may want to enter the Solver equation
on page 118.

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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TVM Solution. Remember to use the cash-flow sign convention:
Money paid out is ncgative, moncey received is positive.

To calculate the after-tax bond yield using the straight-line method:

1. Display the TVM menu.

2. Clear the TVM variables, store 2 as the number of payments per
year in = P/YR =, and select End mode.

3. Store the number of coupon payments to maturity in =N =,

4. Store the bond purchase price in =PV E.

5. Calculate the semi-annual after-tax cash payment:

m Divide the bond purchase discount or premium by the total
number of coupon payments to calculate the periodic straight-
line amortization of the discount or premium.

m Divide the annual coupon payment by 2 to calculate the semi-

annual coupon payment.

m If the bond is purchased at a discount, add the amortization
amount to the semi-annual coupon paymentto calculate the
before-tax semi-annual cash payment.

m If the bond is purchased at a premium, subtract the amortiza-
tion of the premium from the semi-annual coupon payment to
calculate the before-tax semi-annual cash payment.

m Storc the result in = PMT =,

2 il6. Store 100 as the redemption value in = 

7. Press = 1%YR = to calculate the after-tax bond yield.
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Example. You pay 96 for a bond with a 10% coupon rate and 20 coupon
payments. Your income tax rate is 28%. The coupon payments are taxed
as regular income; the bond discount is amortized on a straight-line basis
and taxed as regular income. Calculate the estimate of the after-tax bond
yield.

Display the TVM menu.

Keys: Display:

W [CLEAR DATA

=OTHER= 2 =P/YR=
= END = |EXIT]

O=NN i i N=20.00

96[+/-|=PV= PV=-96.00

10[=]2[=][sTO]0O 5.00

100[-]96[=] 4.00

[+]20[=] 0.20

 

[+][rRcL]O[<] 5.20

(x][(J1[-].28=PMT= PMT=3.74

100 =FV= FV=100.00

SNAGE 1%YR=8.08 

Description:

Clears TVM variables.

Sets 2 payments per year;

End mode.

Stores number of coupon
payments.

Stores bond price.

Calculates and stores
coupon payment amount.

Calculates bond purchase
discount.

Calculatesstraight-linc
amortization of bond
purchase discount.

Calculates amortized
bond discount plus
coupon payment.

Stores after-tax coupon
payment amount.

Stores redemption value.

Calculates after-tax bond

yield.
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Solve Equation. If you often calculate after-tax bond yield using the
straight-line method, you may prefer to use the following equation.

Entering and Using the SLYIELD Equation:

1. Enter the SLYIELD equation into the Solver.*

SLYIELD:IF (S (ATY%) : OXNXCPN%—PRICE
+0OxBTY%+ (1-TAX%+100)x (CPN%+2+ (100-
PRICE)+N)xUSPV (ATY%+2 :N) +100xSPPV
(ATY%=2:N) :USPV (BTY%+2 :N)xCPN%=2
+100xSPPV (BTY%+2:N) —PRICE)

2. Display the SLYIELD equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Number of coupon payments to maturity in EN=,

® Annual coupon rate as a percentage in CPN%=.

m Bond purchase price in = PRICE =.

11
11m Before-tax bond yield as a percentage in = BTY% =.

4. Store the incometax rate as a percentage in = TAX% =.

5. Press = ATY% = to calculate the after-tax bond yield.

Example: Part 1. You pay 96 for a bond with a 10% coupon rate and
20 coupon payments. Calculate the estimate of the before-tax bond yield.

Display the SLYIELD menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

20=ENE N=20.00 Stores number of coupon
payments.

 
* Tokeyin: on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ= =OTHER==: =. 
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10 =CPN% = CPN%=10.00 Stores annual coupon
rate.

96 = PRICE = PRICE=96.00 Stores bond price.

=BTY% = BTY%=10.66* Calculates before-tax
yield.

Part 2. Continuing from part 1, your income tax rate is 28%. The coupon
payments are taxed as regular income. Calculate the estimate of the
after-tax bond yicld.

28 = TAX% = TAX% =28.00 Stores income tax rate.

= ATY% = ATY%=8.08* Calculates after-tax bond

yield.

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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Convertible Bonds

Convertible bonds, also called convertible debentures or simply converti-
bles, let you convert a bond into shares ofthe issuer’s common stock.

The evaluation of convertibles, as with any marketable security,is far
from an exact science. The yield to maturity and yield to call calculations
presented earlier in this chapter also apply to convertible bonds. You
should also consider the value of the underlying common stock if you
were to convert the bond and the premium you will pay for the conversion
privilege.

The CVTBND equation calculates the theoretical stock value and conver-
sion premium for a convertible bond.

Entering and Using the CVTBND Equation:

1. Enter the CVTBND equation into the Solver.*

CVTBND:IF (S (SVAL) : #SHxSTK$—-SVAL:
100xBNDS$-+ (100+CVPR%) —SVAL)

2. Display the CVTBND equation menu.

3. To calculate the stock value of one bond:

m Store the number of shares each bond can be converted to in

= #SH=.

m Store the current market price per share of common stock in

= STK$ =.

m Press = SVAL = to calculate the stock value of one bond.

* To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ= EOTHER==:
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ= ZOTHER= = # =.
To key in $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= ZEOTHERE=EMORE==S$=.

i
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4. To calculate the conversion premium percentage:

m Store or calculate the stock value of one bond in = SVAL =.

m Store the purchase price of one bond in = BND$ =.

m Press = CVPR% = to calculate the conversion premium percen-

Example: Part 1. You purchase a convertible bond that allows you to
convert to the underlying stock at the rate of 24 shares of common stock
per bond. If the current market price ofthe stock is $43 a share, what is
the theoretical stock value of the convertible bond?

Display the CVTBND equation menu.

Keys:

 

 
 

 

Display:

#SH=24.00

STK$=43.00

SVAL=1,032.00

Description:

Stores number of shares
per bond.

Stores price per share.

Calculates stock value of

a convertible bond.

Part 2. Continuing from part 1, if the current purchase price of the con-
vertible bond is $1,240, what is the conversion premium as a percentage?

1240 = BND$ =

CVPR% =

BND$=1,240.00

CVPR%=20.16

Stores purchase price of
bond.

Calculates percentage
premium paid in excess
of stock value.
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Duration of a Bond

The duration of a bond is the average time that elapses until the various
cash flows (coupons and redemption value) are received. In other words,
the duration is a weighted average of the number of periods until the pay-
ments occur. For coupon-bearing bonds, the duration is always shorter
than the term to maturity. For zero-coupon bonds, duration is equalto
maturity. (The DURATION equation assumes semi-annual coupon pay-
ments.)

Entering and Using the DURATION Equation:

1. Enter the DURATION equation into the Solver.*

DURATION: ($CPNx (SPFV (YLD%+2:N+1) -
(1+YLD%+200) —-YLD%+200xN) + (YLD%
+200) ~2+SPFV (YLD%+2 :N) +RDVxN+SPFV
(YLD$+2:N) )= (USPV (YLD%+2 :N)x$CPN+SPPV
(YLD%+2 : N) xRDV ) xDURx2

2. Display the DURATION equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Dollar amount of each coupon in = $CPN =.

m Annual yicld to maturity as a percentage in = YLD% il

m Total number of coupons in=N=.

m Redemption value in = RDV =.

4. Press = DUR = to calculate the number of periods in the duration.

* To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press £ WXYZ = Z OTHER
To key in § on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press Z WXYZ = £ OTHER
To key in ” on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press B [yX]

1 
MORE1

]

1 1 © 1 
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Example. A bond pays a semi-annual coupon of $60 for five years. The
redemption value of the bond is $1,000 and the annualyield is 13.5%. Cal-

culate the duration.

Display the DURATION equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

60 = $CPN = $CPN=60.00 Stores amount of each
coupon.

13.5 2YLD% = YLD%=13.50 Stores annualyield.

5[x|]2=ENE N=10.00 Stores total number of
coupons.

1000 ZRDV = RDV=1,000.00 Stores redemption value.

=DUR= DUR=3.87 Calculates duration in
years.

Reference: Jess H. Chua, 4 Closed-Form Formula for Calculating Bond

Duration, Financial Analysts Journal, May-June 1984.
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Interest at Maturity Notes

A note is a written agreement to pay a sum of money, plus interest, at a
certain date. Notes do not have periodic coupons, since all interest is paid
at maturity.

The price and yield of a note can be calculated using the following equa-
tions. The price is stated per 100 face value of the note. Three calendar
options are available: 30/360, actual/360, and actual/actual.

Entering and Using the Note Equations:

1. Enter the 360NOTE and/or 365NOTE equations into the Solver.*

m For notes on a 30/360 day basis:

360NOTE: (DDAYS (ISSUE:SETT: 3) +0xMAT) +
360xI%+PRICE=(1+ (DDAYS (ISSUE:MAT:3)+
360)xI%+100)+(1+ (DDAYS (SETT:MAT:3) =
360)xYLD%+100)x100

m For notes on an actual/360 or actual/actual day basis:

365NOTE: (DDAYS (ISSUE: SETT: 1) +0xMAT) =
BASISxI%+PRICE=(1+ (DDAYS (ISSUE:MAT:1)+
BASIS)xI%+100)+ (1+ (DDAYS (SETT:MAT:1)+
BASIS)xYLD%+100)x100

2. Display the menu for the appropriate equation.

* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= = OTHER==: =.
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3. Store the following variables:

m Issue date (in MM.DDYYYY format) in = ISSUE =.

m Scttlement date (in MM.DDYYYY format) in = SETT
 

(
1

 
 

m Maturity date (in MM.DDYYYY format) in = MAT =.

m If you are using the 365NOTE equation,store the number of
days in a calendar year (either 360 or 365) in = BASIS =.

 

®m Annual interest rate as a percentage in = 1% =.

4. Doaorb.

a. To calculate the price, store the annual yield as a percentage
in = YLD% = and press = PRICE =.

b. To calculate the annualyield, store the purchase price in

= PRICE = and press Z YLD% =.

Example: Part 1. Price of Tax Exempt Note. Calculate the price
of the following tax exempt note. The note uses a 30/360 day calendar.

Issue date: January 4, 1988

Settlement date: March 21, 1988

Maturity date: July 5, 1988
Interest: 5%

Yield: 6.2%

Display the 360NOTE equation menu.

Keys:

1.041988 = ISSUE =
3.211988 ZSETT =
7.051988 ZMAT =
551%=
6.2 = YLD%
= PRICE =

 

i
l

Display: Description:

ISSUE=1.04 Stores known values.

SETT=3.21

MAT=7.05

1% =5.00

YLD%=6.20

PRICE=99.64 Calculates note price.
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Part 2: Yield of Tax Exempt Note. If the note was purchased for
99.5, what is the yicld?

99.5 = PRICE=

= YLD% =

PRICE =99.50 Stores purchase price.

YLD% =6.69 Calculates note yicld.

Example 2. Repurchase Agreement. Calculate the price of the fol-
lowing repurchase agreement that uses an actual/360 calendar.

Issue date: March 1, 1988

Settlement date: March 23, 1988

Maturity date: September 1, 1988
Interest: 6%

Yield: 6.5%

Display the 36SNOTE cquation menu.

Keys:

3.011988 = ISSUE =

3.231988 = SETT =

9.011988 = MAT =

360 = BASIS =

6=1%=

= MORE =
6.5 ZYLD% =

PRICE =

 

1

Display: Description:

ISSUE=3.01 Stores known values.

SETT=3.23

MAT =9.01

BASIS=360.00

1% =6.00

YLD% =6.50

PRICE=99.77 Calculates note price.
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Discounted Notes

A discounted note is a note that has no stated interest rate. These notes
are purchased at a discount and the face value of the note is paid at matu-
rity. The difference between the discount price and the maturity value is
the interest earned.

The following equation calculates the price and/or yield of a discounted
note. The equation assumes that the calendar basisis actual/360.

Entering and Using the DISC.NOTE Equation:

1. Enter the DISC.NOTE equation into the Solver.*

DISC.NOTE: IF (S (PRICE) : RV-DISCxRVx
DDAYS (SETT:MAT:1)+36000-PRICE: (RV-
PRICE)+PRICEx36000+DDAYS (SETT:
MAT:1)-YLD%)

2. Display the DISC.NOTE equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Redemption value per $100 in ZRV=,

m Discount rate as a percentage in =DISC=.

m Settlement date (in MM.DDYYYY format) in = SETT

m Maturity date (in MM.DDYYYY format) in = MAT=.

4. Press = PRICE = to calculate the purchase price. If you know the
price, store it if you want to calculate yield.

5. Press = YLD% = to calculate the yield.

 

[ . 
 

 

 
* Tokeyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZE EOTHER=Z=: = 
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Example 1: Treasury Bill. Calculate the price and yield of the follow-
ing U.S. Treasury Bill: settlement date October 14, 1987; maturity date
March 17, 1988; discount rate 8.7%.

Display the DISC.NOTE equation menu.

 

  

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

10.141987 = SETT = SETT=10.14 Stores known values.
3.171988 = MAT = MAT =3.17

8.7=DISC= DISC=8.70
100=RVE RV=100.00

= PRICE = PRICE=96.25 Calculates price.

= YLD% = YLD% =9.04 Calculatesyield.

Example 2: Discounted Note. Dctermine the yield of the following
discounted note: settlement date June 25, 1987; maturity date September
10, 1987; price 99.45; redemption value 101.33.

Display the DISC.NOTE equation menu.

 

  

 

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

6.251987 = SETT = SETT=6.25 Stores known values.
9.101987 = MAT = MAT=9.10
99.45 = PRICE = PRICE =99.45
101.33=RVE= RV=101.33

= YLD% = YLD%=8.84 Calculates yield.
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Simple Earnings Valuation Model

The simple earnings valuation modelis used to determine the yield of a
stock based on its earnings and market price.

Entering and Using the YLD% Equation:

1. Enter the YLD% equation into the Solver.

YLD%=EPS+PPSx100

2. Display the YLD% equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Stock earnings yicld as a percentage in YLD%=.

m Current carnings per share of common stock in EPS=.

m Current price per share of common stock in = PPS =.

Example. A stock you arc considering costs $50 per share. If the carn-
ings per share is $2.50, what is the carnings yield?

Display the YLD% equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

50 =PPS = PPS=50.00 Stores current price per
share.

25=ZEPS= EPS=2.50 Stores current carnings
per share.

= YLD% = YLD%=5.00 Calculates earnings yicld
per share.
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Dividend Valuation Model

The dividend valuation model bases the value of a share of common stock
on the dividends paid over time. It is a useful tool for comparing the
stock in companies that have comparable dividend policies.

Entering and Using the DIV Equation:

1. Enter the DIV equation into the Solver.

DIV=PPSxYLD%+100

2. Display the DIV equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Current annual dividend per share of common stock in DIV=,

m Current price per share of common stock in PPS=,

m Dividend yield per share of common stock in = YLD% =.

Example. You are considering the purchase of stock at $30 per share.
The company pays a quarterly dividend of $0.3125 per share. Whatis the
annual dividend yield?

Display the DIV equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

30 =PPS = PPS=30.00 Stores current price per

share.

3125 |[x|4 =DIV= DIV=1.25 Stores current annual

dividend per share.

= YLD% = YLD%=4.17 Calculates dividend yield
per share.
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Price/Earnings Ratio Model

The price/earnings ratio, or P/E ratio, is perhaps the most common ratio
for basic stock analysis. It measures the price the marketis willing to pay
for each dollar of earnings that a stock is generating.

Entering and Using the PE Equation:

1. Enter the PE cquation into the Solver.

PE=PPS+EPS

2. Display the PE equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Price/carningsratio for a sharc of common stock in PE=.

m Currentprice per share of common stock in PPS=.

m Current carnings per share of common stock in = EPS =.

Example. The current market price of a stock is $25 per share. If the

earnings are $1.75 per share annually, what is the P/E ratio?

Display the PE equation menu.

 

Keys: Display: Description:

25 =PPS = PPS=25.00 Stores current price per
share.

1.75ZEPS = EPS=1.75 Stores current earnings
per share.

=PEZ= PE=14.29 Calculates P/E ratio. 
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Beta Coefficient

The beta coefficient is a measure ofthe risk of a stock. When the beta
coefficient equals 0, the return is said to be riskless. When beta equals
1.00, the risk equals the risk of an investment in a diversified portfolio of
stocks. In general, the higher the beta, the greater the risk.

Typically, two components from the financial marketplace are used to
establish risk levels:

m Rate of return for a totally risk-free investment, usually indicated by
the return on 91-day Treasury Bills.

m Rate of return for a hypothetical diversified portfolio of equity-
oriented securities, usually measured by the Standard & Poor’s 500.

The difference between the risk-free yield in the equation and the
estimated total return on a hypothetical portfolio of stocks represents the
premium paid to the individual who is willing to accept the risk.

Estimating the Beta of a Stock

The following equation calculates an estimate of the beta coefficient for a
stock.

Entering and Using the Beta Equation:

1. Enter the BETA equation into the Solver.

BETA=(STK%-TBIL%)+ (MKT%-TBIL%)

2. Display the BETA equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

im Estimated annual return for stock in = STK%

m Current yicld on 91-day Treasury Bills in = TBIL% =.

m Estimated annual return for hypothetical market in = MKT% =.

m Becta coefficient of the stock in = BETA =. 

4. To calculate the premium paid for the risk, subtract the T-bill yield
from the estimated market return.
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Example: Part 1. The anticipated annual return of a stock is 15%. If
the current risk-free yield on a 91-day Treasury Bill is 5.52%, and the
estimated total return on the Standard & Poor’s 500 is 13.25%, what is the

beta coefficient of this stock?

Display the BETA equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

15 = STK% = STK%=15.00 Stores annual return on

stock.

5.52 =ZTBIL% = TBIL% =5.52 Stores T-bill yield.

13.25 = MKT% = MKT%=13.25 Stores return for

hypothetical market.

=BETAZ BETA=1.23 Calculates beta

coefficient for the stock.

Part 2. Whatis the premium paid for the risk?

= MKT% = MKT% =13.25 Recalls previously stored
values.

[-][RCL]ZTBIL% = 13.25-5.52

(=] 7.73 Calculates premium.

Estimating the Beta of a Stock Portfolio

To calculate the estimated beta coefficient of a portfolio of several stocks,
you must know for each stock, the number of shares owned, the current

market price per share, and a fairly accurate estimate of the anticipated
return. You must also know an estimate of the total return of a market
portfolio of equitics, and the annual return of a riskless investment.

To use the PBETA equation, you mustfirst store your stock portfolio
data into SUM lists (STAT lists, for the HP-27S). Be sure to enter infor-
mation in each list in the same order.
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Entering and Using the PBETA Equation:

1. Display the SUM menu (the STAT menu on the HP-27S).

m Enter the number of shares of each stock into a list and name it

#SHR.

m Enter the current market price of each stock into a list and
name it SSHR.

m Enter the estimate of the annual return on each stock into a list

and name it R%.

2. Enter the PBETA equation into the Solver.*

PBETA : OXTBIL$xMKT%+IF (S (VALUE) : %
(J:1:SIZES(#SHR) :1:ITEM(#SHR:J)x
ITEM($SHR:J) ) -VALUE: IF (S (PBETA) :
(S(K:1:SIZES (#SHR) :1: ITEM(#SHR:K)
xITEM ($SHR:K) x (ITEM (R%:K) -TBILS)
+(MKT$-TBIL%) ) )+VALUE-PBETA:0))

3. Display the PBETA equation menu.

4. Store the following variables:

m Estimated return ofa riskless security in TBIL%=.

m Estimated market return in MKT%=.

5. Press VALUE to calculate the value of the portfolio.

6. Press PBETA to calculate the beta coefficient of the portfolio.

* Tokeyin: on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ= S OTHER==:=.
To key in ¥ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ= = OTHERE EMOREZ ©=
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press SWXYZ= EOTHER==#=.
To key in $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press £ WXYZ = = OTHER = £ MORE

 

1
L

1

  

   

1 IES=fhn
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Example. The following table represents your current stock portfolio. If
the currentrisk-free yield on a 91-day Treasury Bill is 7.23%, and the
estimated total return on the Standard & Poor’s 500 for the same period
is 14.96%, what is the estimated beta coefficient of your portfolio?

Number Market Value Estimated

Issue of Shares Per Share Total Return

#SHR $SHR R%

1 300 $20.00 16.74%

2 200 $25.00 19.68%

3 100 $40.00 21.69%

4 85 $58.82 13.72%

5 250 $32.00 11.71%

6 40 $50.00 17.74%

The solution below assumes that you have the numbers above in the
appropriate SUM or STAT lists. As a check, yourlist totals should be as
follows:

m #SHR=975.00.

m $SHR=225.82.

= R%=101.28.

Display the PBETA equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

7.23=TBIL% = TBIL%=7.23 Stores annual T-bill yield.

14.96 = MKT% = MKT% =14.96 Stores estimated annual
market return.

= VALUE = VALUE =29,999.70 Calculates current value

of your portfolio.

= PBETA = PBETA=1.15 Calculates beta

coefficient.
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Price Targeting

The following equation is a method to calculate the price at which to sell a
stock to achieve a particular yield.

Entering and Using the STOCKPRICE Equation:

1. Enter the STOCKPRICE equation into the Solver.*

STOCKPRICE : # SHRxBPRC+BCOM=
(#SHRxSPRC-SCOM)xSPPV (YLD$% : #YRS)

2. Display the STOCKPRICE equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Number of shares of stock to be bought in #SHR=.

Buying price per share in BPRC=.

Buying commission in BCOM=.

Selling price per share in SPRC=.

Selling commission in = SCOM =.
MAnnualyield desired as a percentage in = YLD%

Number of years that stock is held in = #YRS =.

Example. You purchased 100 shares of common stock at $20 per share.
The commission on the buy was $40, and it will cost you an additional $40
to sell the stock. You wantto scll the stock in one year and receive an
annual yield of 15%. What price must the stock reach to achieve yourtar-
get yield?

* To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ= = OTHER==:=.
To key in # on the HP-17B and III’—77S press EWXYZ==OTHERE = # =.
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Display the STOCKPRICE equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

100 #SHR #SHR=100.00 Stores numberof shares.

20 =BPRC= BPRC=20.00 Stores buying price.

40 ZBCOM BCOM=40.00 Stores buying commis-
sion.

40 ZSCOM= SCOM=40.00 Stores selling commis-
sion.

MORE

15 YLD% YLD%=15.00 Stores required yield.

1 Z#YRS= #YRS=1.00 Stores number of years.

MORE

SPRC SPRC=23.86 Calculates target selling
price per share.
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Options

An option is a contract granting the right to buy or sell a security at a
given price during a specified period. Stock optionstypically are for lots of
100 shares. This convention is used here.

There are two types of options:

m Call options give the option buyer the right to buy (call away) stock
from the option writer at a certain market value known as the strike
price or exercise price.

m Put options give the buyer the right to sell (put) the stock to the
option writer at the strike price.

The following equations calculate the results ofcall and put option trans-
actions. Commissions are not included in the equations.

Buying a Call Option

A call option gives the buyer the right to call away, or buy, 100 shares of a
particular stock at a contracted price. The equation below calculates the
estimated profit or loss from buying a call option.

Entering and Using the BUY.CALL Equation:

1. Enter the BUY.CALL equation into the Solver.*

BUY.CALL: IF (PRC>=EXP:PRC-EXP

—PREM:-PREM) =PROF+100

2. Display the BUY.CALL equation menu.

* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ= =OTHER=E=: =.
To key in > on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WxYZ = = OTHE =

    

D il 1 Vv Il
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3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Current price per share in = PRC =.

m Option exercise (or strike) price in = EXP =.

(
[® Premium paid per share for the option in = PREM

1
1m Profit or loss to the option buyer in = PROF

Example. A call option to purchase 100 shares of a stock at $45 per
share costs $2.50 per share. If you buy the option and the price of the
stock moves to $52 per share, what is your profit?

Display the BUY.CALL equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

52 =PRC= PRC=52.00 Stores current price per
share.

45 ZEXP = EXP=45.00 Stores option exercise

price.

2.5 =PREM= PREM=2.50 Stores premium paid per

share for the option.

= PROF = PROF =450.00 Calculates estimated
profit.

Writing a Call Option

In writing a call option, the option writer (seller) gives the buyer the right
to purchase 100 shares of a stock at a given price. There are two types of
call options the scller can write:

® Naked call options, or options covering stocks you don’t own.
Because you are contracting to provide a stock that you don’t own,
potential losses are theoretically unlimited.

m Covered call options, or options for stock that you do own.

The following equation helps you estimate the profit or loss from writing
naked and covered call options.
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Entering and Using the SELL.CALL Equation:

1. Enter the SELL.CALL equation into the Solver.*

SELL.CALL: IF (PRC>=EXP:EXP

—PRC+PREM: PREM) =PROF+100

2. Display the SELL.CALL equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Current price per share in =PRCE.

m Option exercise price in = EXP =.

[m Premium received in selling the option in = PREM =.

m Profit or loss to the option writer in = PROF =.

Example 1: Naked Call Options. You wrote a naked call option for
100 shares of stock at $20 per share. The price of the stock moved from
$20 to $23 per share by the exercise date. If you receive a premium of $1
per share for writing the option, calculate your profit or loss.

Display the SELL.CALL equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

23 =PRC= PRC=23.00 Stores current price per
share.

20 ZEXP = EXP=20.00 Stores option exercise
price.

1 =PREM= PREM=1.00 Stores premium received
per share for the option.

= PROF = PROF = -200.00 Calculates estimated loss.

Pl 1 L I* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ = = OTHE
To key in > on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ=E=OTHERE= > =.
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Example 2: Covered Call Options. Part 1. You write a covered
call option that allows the buyer to call 100 shares at $70 per share. Your
original price per share was $65. If you received a premium of $2 for writ-
ing the option and the price subsequently rises above the strike price, cal-
culate your profit or loss on the option.

Display the SELL.CALL equation menu.

 
 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

65 =PRC= PRC=65.00 Stores price per share.

7T0=ZEXP= EXP=70.00 Stores option exercise
price.

2=PREM= PREM=2.00 Stores premium received
per share for the option.

= PROF = PROF =200.00 Calculates estimated
profit on the option.

Part 2. If the option is exercised, calculate your maximum profit.

Keys: Display: Description:

70[-]65[=] 5.00 Calculates difference
between purchase and
option price.

100 =] 500.00 Calculates gain from
exercised call of the 100
shares of stock.

= RCL == PROF = 700.00 Calculates total estimated

(=] profit.
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Buying a Put Option

The put option investor purchases the right to sell 100 shares of a stock at
a predetermined price stated in the put option contract. The equation
below helps you estimate the profit or loss from buying a put option.

Entering and Using the BUY.PUT Equation:

1. Enter the BUY.PUT equation into the Solver.*

BUY.PUT:IF (PRC<=EXP:EXP-PRC

—PREM: -PREM) =PROF+100

2. Display the BUY.PUT equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:
 

(
1m Current price per share in = PRC 

 
m Option exercise price in = EXP =.

im Premium paid per share for the option in = PREM =.

Profit or loss to the option buyer in = PROF =.

Example. A put option that gives you the right to put, or sell, 100 shares
of a stock at $85 per share costs $3.50 per share. If you buy the option and
the price of the stock declines to $76.50 per share, what is your profit?

Display the BUY.PUT equation menu.

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

76.5=PRC= PRC=76.50 Stores current price per
share.

85 ZEXP= EXP=85.00 Stores option exercise
price.

* To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWxYZ=
To key in < on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWxYZ

 

IH
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3.5 =PREM= PREM=3.50 Stores premium paid per
share for the option.

PROF=500.00 Calculates estimated

profit.

i 0 s} o m i

Writing a Put Option

The put option writer receives a premium for the obligation to purchase
100 shares of a particular stock at a specific price. If exercised, the seller
of put options must pay the contracted, or strike price, regardless of the
current market price. The equation below helps you estimate the profit or
loss from writing a put option.

Entering and Using the SELL.PUT Equation:

1. Enter the SELL.PUT equation into the Solver.*

SELL.PUT: IF (PRC<=EXP:PRC-EXP

+PREM: PREM) =PROF+100

2. Display the SELL.PUT equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Current price per share in PRC=.

m Option exercise price in EXP=

® Premium received per share for the option in = PREM

m Profit or loss to the option writer in = PROF =.

* Tokeyin: on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press S WXYZ= = OTHER= =.
To key in < on the I1P-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ= ZOTHER= = < =.
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Example. With the price of a stock at $97.50 per share, you write a put
option that can be exercised at $90 per share. Forthis obligation, you
receive a premium of $2 per share. If the price per share of the underlying
stock falls to $69, whatis your profit or loss?

Display the SELL.PUT equation menu.

Keys: Display:

PRC=69.00

EXP=90.00

PREM=2.00

PROF = -1,900.00

Description:

Stores current price per
share.

Stores option exercise
price.

Stores premium received
per share for the option.

Calculates estimated loss.
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Margin Accounts

Investors who usc margin accounts when purchasing securities employ /lev-
erage. Leverage 1s the ability to control a larger asset with a smaller one.
Margin requirements for securities are sct by the Federal Reserve Board.
Because margin accounts represent a form of lending, investors using such
an account are normally charged interest by the brokerage firms on the
leveraged portion of their holdings.

The following equation calculates the dollar amount of equity required to
maintain a margin account, the loan amount, and the total purchase

amount. The equation can also be used to calculate the margin call, which
is the amount of the loan that needs to be redeemedif the price of the
security goes down.

Entering and Using the MARGIN Equation:

1. Enter the MARGIN equation into the Solver.*

MARGIN:IF (S (LOAN) : (1-MAR%+100)x#SHR
x$PS+0xEQTY-LOAN: IF (S (TOTAL) : #SHRxSPS
—~TOTAL: #SHRx$PSxMAR%+100-EQTY))

2. Display the MARGIN equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Margin requirement as a percentage in MAR%=.

m Numberof shares to be purchased in #SHR=.

m Current price per share in $PS=,

m Dollar amount of equity required to maintain margin account in

= EQTY =,

* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= ZOTHERE =:=
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZEZOTHERE = # =.
To key in $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press EWXYZ=Z ZOTHERE EMORE==$ =.
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4. To calculate the margin loan amount, press = LOAN =.

i5. To calculate the total amount of the purchase, press = TOTAL

Example 1: Dollar Amount of Margin Requirement. Part 1.

Your brokerage firm has a margin requirement of 60%. How much equity
must you have in your account to purchase 400 shares of a stock having a
market value of $36 per share?

Display the MARGIN equation menu.

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

60 = MAR% = MAR% =60.00 Stores margin require-
ment.

400 = #SHR = #SHR =400.00 Stores number of shares.

36 = $PS = $PS=36.00 Stores price per share.

ZEQTY = EQTY =8,640.00 Calculates dollar equity
required.

Part 2. Calculate the amount loaned.

i LOAN = LOAN=5,760.00 Calculates dollar amount

loaned.

Part 3. Calculate the total amount of the purchase.

TOTAL = TOTAL=14,400.00 Calculates total purchase.
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Example 2: Margin Calls. The market value of a stock you purchased
on margin has declined from $43 per share to $36. If you own 300 shares
and your brokerage firm has a 60% margin requirement, what is the
amount of your margin call?

Display the MARGIN equation menu.

Keys:

60 = MAR% =

 

 

 

 

i — o > Z I

Display:

MAR% =60.00

#SHR=300.00

$PS=36.00

LOAN=4,320.00

$PS=43.00

LOAN=5,160.00

840.00
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Description:

Stores margin require-
ment.

Stores number of shares.

Stores current price.

Calculates margin loan at
current price.

Stores margin loan
amount.

Stores original price.

Calculates margin loan at
original price.

Calculates amount of

margin call.



 

Leveraged Rates of Return

Leveraging securitiesis used by investors to enhance the return of their
portfolios. The equation below evaluates the relationship between the rate
of return for margin accounts and fluctuating market values.

The equation ignores dividends and commissions. It does include the
interest charged to use a margin. A calendar of 360 days has been used, so
that you can easily store the number of days or months over which price
changes occur. Enter the number of days asif there were 30 days in each
month.

Entering and Using the MARGIN.ROR Equation:

1. Enter the MARGIN.ROR cquation into the Solver.*

MARGIN.ROR: (CPRC-PRC-I%+100xDAYS
+360x (1-MAR%+100)xPRC) =+ (MARS
+100xPRC) +DAYSx360=ROR%+100

2. Display the MARGIN.ROR equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Current price per share in = CPRC =.

Original price per share in =PRC =.

Annual interest rate charged for margin account in = 1% =.

Number of days the security has been held in = DAYS =.
Assume 30 days per month.

Margin requircment as a percentage in = MAR% =.

Annual rate of return as a percentage in = ROR% =.

 
* To keyin : on the HP-17B and IP-27S, press ZWXYZ = = OTHER==: =. 
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Example: Part 1. You purchase a stock at $39 per share. The broker-
age firm’s margin requirement is 55% and annual interest on the margin
loan is 10.5%. If, after a month and a half,the price rises to $40 per share,
what is your rate of return?

Display the MARGIN.ROR equation menu.

 

Keys: Display: Description:

40 =CPRC= CPRC=40.00 Stores currentprice.

39=PRC= PRC=39.00 Stores original price.

1052 1% = 1% =10.50 Stores annual interest
rate.

1.5[x]30=DAYS = DAYS=45.00 Stores number of days.

55 = MAR% = MAR% =55.00 Stores margin require-
ment.

= ROR% = ROR% =28.71 Calculates annual rate
of return.

Part 2. What is the return if the margin requirement drops to 50%?

50 = MAR% = MAR% =50.00 Stores margin require-
ment.

= ROR% = ROR%=30.53 Calculates annual rate

of return.

Part 3. Whatis the return if the margin requirement is 50% and the
price declines to $38.50 per share?

38.5 =CPRC= CPRC=38.50 Stores current price.

= ROR% = ROR% = -31.01 Calculates annual rate

of return.
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Introduction

A mutual fund is a diversified portfolio of securities. The individual secu-
rities are purchased by a fund manager using the pooled dollars from
numerous investors (share-holders). Each mutual fund share-holder has a
proportional share of a diversified portfolio. Generally, all investment
decisions concerning the portfolio are made by the fund manager(s).

The investor who buys mutual funds can choose between the following
two broad categorics of funds:

m Load funds—a fee is charged when the shares are purchased.

m No-load fund - no fee is charged,either at purchase or liquidation of
the shares.

The applications in this section show you how to calculate the charge on a
load fund, and help you compare the return on a load fund to a no-load
fund.
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Load Mutual Funds

 

lli:' To do this calculation on the HP-27S, first enter the equa-
tions on page 157 into the Solver. The equations are built

Note into the BUS menu of the HP-17B and HP-19B.

 

The sales charge on a fund is based on the net asset value of the fund and
its public offering price. The net asset value is the total value of the fund’s
portfolio divided by the total number of shares outstanding. The public
offering price is the net asset value plus the applicable sales load.

The built-in markup menus in the HP-17B and HP-19B can be used to
calculate the sales charges.

To calculate the sales charge as a percentage of the public offering price:

1. Display the MU%P menu.

2. Store the following variables:

m Net assct value in COST=,

m Public offering price in PRICE=.

3. Press = M%P = to calculate the sales charge as a percentage of the
public offering price.
 

To calculate the sales charge as a percentage of the net asset value:

1. Display the MU%C mcnu.

2. Store the following variables:

m Net assct value in COST=.

m Public offering price in =PRICE=.

3. Press = M%C = to calculate the sales charge as a percentage of the
nct asset value.
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Example: Part 1. Your brokertells you about a fund with a public
offering price of $11.11. If the net assct value of the fund is $10.67, whatis
the sales charge as a percentage of the public offering price?

Display the MU%P menu.

Keys: Display:

10.67 ZCOST = COST=10.67

11.11 = PRICE = PRICE=11.11

= M%P = MARKUP%P =3.96

Description:

Stores net asset value.

Stores public offering
price.

Calculates sales charge as
a percentage of public
offering price.

Part 2. Calculate the sales charge as a percentage of the net asset value.

i= MU%C =

=M%C= MARKUP%C=4.12
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Displays MU%C menu.

Calculates sales charge as
a percentage of net assct
value.



Equations for the HP-27S

If you have an HP-27S, you can do markup calculations by entering the
following equations into the Solver.

Entering and Using the MU%P and MU%C Equations:

1. Enter the MU%P cquation into the Solver.*

MU%P:M%P=(1-COST+PRICE)x100

Enter the MU%C equation into the Solver.*

MU%C:M%C=(PRICE+COST-1)x100

Display the MU%P or MU%C equation menu.

Store the values you know by keying in the number and pressing the
appropriate menu key.

. Press the menu key for the value you want to calculate.

 
* Tokeyin: press EWXYZ=EEOTHER=E=: = 
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Comparing Load and No-Load Mutual Funds

Yield comparisons between load and no-load funds are complicated since
the returns for load funds often do not reflect sales charges.

The following equation calculates the no-load fund yield equivalent to a
load fund. The equation allows for a redemption fee as well as the load
percent at purchase.

Entering and Using the LOAD.YLD Equation:

1. Enter the LOAD.YLD equation into the Solver.*

LOAD.YLD: OxYRS+SPFV (NLY%: YRS) =
SPFV(LY%:YRS)x(1-LFEE$+100) -RFEE%+100

2. Display the LOAD.YLD cquation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Number of years for the comparison in = YRS =.

Estimated or historic return on a no-load fund in = NLY% =.

Estimated or historic return on a load fund in =LY% =.

Load percentage imposed at purchase in = LFEE% =.

Redemption percentage imposed at liquidation in = RFEE% =.

* Tokeyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= ZOTHER= ==.
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Example. You arc considering a no-load mutual fund with an antici-
pated average annualrate of return of 12% over the next 10 years and
want to compare it to a load fund with a sales load of 4.75%. Calculate
the rate of return that the load fund must provide to equal the return of
the no-load fund. There is no redemption fee.

Keys: Display: Description:

10=YRS = YRS=10.00 Stores number ofyears.

12 =NLY% = NLY%=12.00 Stores return on no-load
fund.

4.75 = LFEE% = LFEE%=4.75 Stores load percentage.

0 = RFEE% = RFEE%=0.00 Stores redemption fee.

=LY% = LY%=12.55* Calculates equivalent
return required on a load
fund.

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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Introduction

This chapter summarizes calculator solutions for a number of the major
changes resulting from the United States Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA-
86). No attempt is made to address or solve all income tax reporting
issues —this is best left to professionals in the tax field. The procedures
and equations are designed to assist in eliminating some of the more tedi-
ous and time-consuming calculations you may encounter when figuring
your taxes.

The equationsin this chapter can be used independently or together.
Many of the variables are shared. Each equation is relatively simple and
can be calculated without the equation. However, if you have several
alternative tax situations that you want to calculate, you may find the
equations uscful.

If you choose to use all of the equations in this chapter and to follow the
examples from first to last, enter all the equationsfirst. Then work
through the explanations and examples. The equations are listed below to
to make it easier if you want to enter them all now.*

m Adjustments - page 163

AGI=GROS-ADJ

m Medical Deductions - page 165

MEDD=IF (MED$>=AGIxXIRS%+100:
MEDS$S-AGIxIRS%+100:0)

m Miscellaneous Expense Deductions — page 166

MISD=IF (MIS$>=AGIxIRS%+100:

MISS$S—-AGIxIRS%+100:0)

 
* To keyin $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ=ZOTHERE=MORE==§

To key in > on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ = = OTHER= = > =.
To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= ZOTHER==: =

i    
   

 

  
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= = OTHERE = # =.
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Consumer Interest Deduction - page 167

INTD=CONSxIRS%+100

Total Itemized Deductions — page 168

ITEM=MEDD+MISD+INTD+OTHER

Taxable Income - page 171

TAXI=AGI-IF (ITEM>=STD:
ITEM: STD) — # PEXPES
Tax Liability for Incomes Below Surcharge — page 174

SDUE=IF (TAXI>=LRS: (TAXI-LRS)xUP%
+100+LOW%+100xLRS$ : TAXIXLOW%+100)

Upper Income Surcharges —page 176

STAX1=IF (TAXI>S1BEG:MIN (TAXI
—S1BEG:S1END-S1BEG) : 0)xSR%+100

STAX2=IF (TAXI>=S1END:MIN ( (TAXI
—~S1END)xSR% : # PEXPE$xUP%) : 0) =100
Total Tax Liability — page 179

TTL=$SDUE+STAX1+STAX2-CR
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Adjustments

Several adjustments to gross income were climinated or modified by
TRA-86:

m Working spouse adjustment was climinated.

m Employee business expense adjustment was eliminated. You may be
able to declare these expensesif you itemize deductions.

m Individual retirement account adjustment was modified.

After the total amount of adjustments has been determined, the adjusted
gross income can be calculated. Although the equation below is simple,
AGIis shared with equations later in this chapter.

Entering and Using the AGI Equation:

1. Enter the AGI equation into the Solver.

AGI=GROS-ADJ

2. Display the AGI equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Gross income for the household in GROS=.

m Total adjustments to income in ADJ=.

4. Press AGI to calculate the adjusted gross income.

Example 1. In 1988, you have a gross income of $55,000. If your adjust-
ments to income are $4,000, whatis your adjusted gross income?

Display the AGI equation menu.

 
 

Keys: Display: Description:

55000 = GROS = GROS =55,000.00 Stores gross income.

4000 ZADJ = ADJ=4,000.00 Stores adjustments to
income.

= AGI = AGI=51,000.00 Calculates adjusted gross
income.
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Deductions

Many of the deductions taken by taxpayers who itemize have been
retained, including the following;:

State and local taxes.

Real estate and personal property taxes.

Mortgage interest on first and second homes.

Theft and casualty losses.

Contributions to charity. (Taxpayers who do not itemize deductions
can no longer deduct charitable contributions.)

Other deductions have been revised, including medical expenses and mis-
cellaneous deductions. Still other deductions were reduced or eliminated,

including interest on consumer credit and state sales tax.

The equations in this section help you estimate the total itemized deduc-
tions that you are allowed under TRA-86.

Medical Expense Deductions

Beginning in the 1987 tax ycar, only medical expenses in excess of 7.5% of
the adjusted gross income are allowed as deductions. The following equa-
tion calculates your medical expense deduction based on adjusted gross
income and total medical expenses.
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Entering and Using the MEDD Equation:

1. Enter the MEDD equation into the Solver.*

MEDD=IF (MED$>=AGIxIRS%+100:
MEDS$-AGIxXIRS%+100:0)

2. Display the MEDD equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

i [m Total medical expenses for the tax year in MEDS =.

m Adjusted gross income in = AGI =.

m Percentage in excess of adjusted gross income allowed in
= IRS% =.
 

4. Press = MEDD = to calculate the allowed medical expense deduction.

Example 2. Your adjusted gross income is $51,000. The percentage
above adjusted gross income allowed for medical deductions is 7.5%.
Your medical expenses are $4,300. How much can you deduct?

Display the MEDD equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

51000 ZAGI AGI=51,000.00 Stores AGL.

4300 MED$ MED$ =4,300.00 Stores medical expenses.

7.5=1IRS% IRS%=7.50 Stores percentage
allowed.

MEDD= MEDD=475.00 Calculates medical
expense deduction.

* To key in $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ = Z OTHERE ZMORE=Z = $ =.
To key in > on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press =WXYZ= ZOTHER= = > =
To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= = OTHERE=: =.
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Miscellaneous Expense Deductions

Deductions allowed for miscellaneous expenses such as union dues, pro-
fessional journals, fees paid for investment and accounting services, and
employee business expenses (formerly an adjustment) have also been
revised. Only expenses that exceed 2% of the adjusted gross income are
deductible under the new law.

The equation below calculates your miscellaneous expense deduction
based on adjusted gross income and the percentage allowed by the IRS.

Entering and Using the MISD Equation:

1. Enter the MISD equation into the Solver.*

MISD=IF (MIS$>=AGIxIRS%+100:
MISS$S—-AGIxIRS%+100:0)

2. Display the MISD equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Total miscellancous expenses for the tax year in MIS$=.

m Adjusted gross income in AGI=.

m Percentage in excess of adjusted gross income allowed in

= IRS% =.
 

 
4. Press = MISD = to calculate the allowed miscellaneous expense

deduction.
 

Example 3. During the last tax year, you paid $1,200 in investment
advisory fees and $791 for various accounting services. If the allowable
percentage requirementis 2%, whatis your allowable deduction for mis-
cellaneous expenses? If your adjusted gross income of $51,000 is still
stored in AGI, you don’t have to store it again.

 

!
I
M* Tokeyin $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press £ WXYZ = £ OTHER= = MORE = =

To key in > on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press=WXYZ= S OTHERE= =>=.
To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press =WXYZ= ZOTHER==:=

EH
I
[
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Display the MISD equation menu.

Keys:

51000 S AGI =

1200 [+]791 EMIS$ =

2=IRS% =

M I=MISD =

Display:

AGl=51,000.00

MIS$=1,991.00

IRS%=2.00

MISD=971.00

Description:

Stores adjusted gross
income.

Stores total miscellane-

ous expenses.

Stores percentage

allowed.

Calculates miscellaneous

expenses allowed.

Consumer Interest Deduction

The consumer interest deduction will be phased out over a five-year
period so that it does not unfairly penalize those who financed items when
the tax code encouraged credit purchases. A deduction of 65% ofthe total
interest 1s allowed in 1987, 40% in 1988, 20% in 1989, 10% in 1990, fol-

lowed by total elimination in 1991.

The equation below calculates the consumerinterest deduction allowed
based on the expenses for the year and the allowed deduction percentage.

Entering and Using the INTD Equation:

1. Enter the INTD equation into the Solver.*

INTD=CONS$SxIRS%+100

2. Display the INTD equation menu.

 
* To keyin $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ = = OTHERE EMORE= = §$ =. 
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3. Store the following variables:

i im Total consumer interest expenses for the tax year in CONS$ =.

m Percentage allowed in = IRS% =.

4. Press = INTD = to calculate the allowed consumer interest deduction.

Example 4. The interest portion of your automobile payments for 1988
is $2,385. The allowable percentage is 40%. How much ofthe total
interest can you deduct in 1988?

Display the INTD equation menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

2385 = CON$ = CON$=2,385.00 Stores total consumer

interest expenses.

40 = IRS% = IRS%=40.00 Stores percentage
allowed.

=INTD = INTD=954.00 Calculates consumer
interest expenses

allowed.

Total Itemized Deductions

This equation sums the medical, miscellaneous, and consumerinterest

deductions calculated in the MEDD, MISD, and INTD equations plus
other deductible items to calculate the total itemized deductions.

Entering and Using the ITEM Equation:

1. Enter the ITEM equation into the Solver.

ITEM=MEDD+MISD+INTD+OTHER

2. Display the ITEM equation menu.
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3. Store the following variables:

m Medical deduction in = MEDD =.
 

m Miscellanecous deduction in = MISD =. 
 

m Consumer interest deduction in = INTD =.

m Total of all other deductible items in = OTHER =.

4. Press = ITEM = to calculate the total itemized deductions.

Example 5. During the year you paid $1,000 in state income taxes, $800
in property taxes, and $3,200 in mortgage interest. You also donated
$1,400 to a charitable organization. Your medical deduction is $475, your
miscellaneous deduction is $971, and your consumerinterest deduction is
$954, as calculated in earlicr examples. If these values are still stored in
MEDD, MISD, and INTD, you don’t have to storc them again. Calculate

your total itemized deductions.

Display the ITEM equation menu.

Keys: Display:

475 = MEDD = MEDD =475.00

971 =MISD = MISD=971.00

954 = INTD = INTD =954.00

1000 /800 +]3200
1400 = OTHER = OTHER =6,400.00

= ITEM= ITEM=8,800.00

Description:

Stores medical deduction.

Stores miscellaneous

deduction.

Stores consumer interest

deduction.

Stores total other deduc-

tions.

Calculates total itemized

deductions.
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Taxable Income

The equation in this section calculates the net taxable income, based on
the calculations performed carlier for adjusted gross income and itemized
deductions, and includes the standard deduction and personal exemption.

The standard deduction is now an automatic reduction in taxable income,

with the amount based on filing status. The following table shows the
reduction.

Filing Status 1988

Married, Filing Jointly $5,000
Married, Filing Separately $2,500
Single $3,000
Head of Houschold $4,400

The personal exemption reduces the net income that is subject to federal
income tax. The following table shows the exemption.

Year Personal Exemption

1986 $1,080

1987 $1,900

1988 $1,950

1989 $2,000

1990 Indexed to inflation

Exemptions for the elderly and the blind have been replaced by a tax
credit, and are included in the TTL equation in the next section, “Total

Tax Liability.”
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Entering and Using the TAXI Equation:

1. Enter the TAXI equation into the Solver.*

TAXI=AGI-IF (ITEM>=STD:

ITEM:STD) - #PEXPES$

2. Display the TAXI equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Adjusted gross income in = AGI =.

m Total itemized deductions in = ITEM=Z, 
 

m Standard deduction allowed in = STD = 
 

m Number of personal exemptions in = #PE =. 
 

m Personal exemption amountin = PE$=. 
4. Press = TAXI = to calculate the estimated taxable income.

Example 6. You have an adjusted gross income of $51,000 and total
allowable itemized deductions of $8,800. You are married, filing jointly, so
you are allowed a standard deduction of $5,000 in 1988. You have three
dependent children. Calculate your taxable income for 1988. If the
adjusted gross income and itemized deductions are still stored in AGI and
ITEM, you don’t have to store them again.

* To keyin > on the HP-17B and HP-27S; press=SWXYZEEZOTHEREE >
To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press =WXYZ= =OTHER=
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press=WXYZ= = OTHE :

To key in $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWxXYZ = Z OTHER =
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Display the TAXI equation menu.

 

 

Keys: Display:

51000 AGI AGI=51,000.00

8800 ITEM ITEM=8,800.00

5000 =STD STD=5,000.00

5= #PE= #PE=5.00

1950 ZPES PE$=1,950.00

=TAXI = TAXI=32,450.00 
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Description:

Stores adjusted gross
income.

Stores itemized deduc-

tions.

Stores standard deduc-

tion.

Stores number of per-
sonal exemptions.

Stores personal exemp-
tion amount.

Calculates taxable

income for 1988.



 

Total Tax Liability

TRA-86 created a simple two-ticred marginaltax rate structure. The
lower bracketis taxed at 15% and the upper bracket at 28%. The table
below shows the top of the lower tax bracket for cach filing status, starting
in 1988.

Top of Lower
Filing Status Tax Bracket

Married, Filing Jointly $29,750
Married, Filing Separately $14,875
Single $17,850
Head of Houschold $23,900

Most taxpayers will be able to use the two-rate structure of the new tax
code. However, upper-income taxpayers whose taxable incomes exceed a
certain level will be subject to a surtax in addition to the tax calculated in
the SDUE equation on the next page. To determine if you need to pay a
surtax and how much that tax will be, see “Upper Income Surtaxes” on
page 175.

For many taxpayers, the actualtax liability is determined using a tax table.
The tax lability can be estimated using the equations in this section.
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Tax Liability

The equation below calculates the estimated taxes due based on your
income and the two tax rates. If your income is such that you also must
pay a surtax,first calculate your tax using this equation, then calculate the
surtax.

Entering and Using the $DUE Equation:

1. Enter the SDUE equation into the Solver.*

SDUE=IF (TAXI>=LRS$: (TAXI-LRS)xUP%
+100+LOW%+100xLRS : TAXIXLOW%+100)

2. Display the $DUE cquation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Nect taxable income in TAXI=,

® Maximum income level that qualifies for lower tax rate in
=LR$ =.

m Upper marginal tax rate in = UP% =.

m Lower marginal tax rate in = LOW% =.

4. Press = $DUE = to calculate estimated Federal income taxes due.

Example 7. You have an estimated taxable income of $32,450. Assum-
ing you are married, filing jointly, what is the estimated Federal income
taxes you owe for 1988? If the estimated taxable income is still stored in
TAXI, you don’t have to store it again.

Display the $DUE equation menu.

 
* Tokeyin $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WxYZ == OTHERE=MORE==$

To key in > on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ= = OTHER== > =.
To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press WXYZ= EOTHER=Z =.

[  
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Keys: Display: Description:

 

 
 

 

32450 = TAXI = TAXI=32,450.00 Stores taxable income.

29750 = LR$ = LR$=29,750.00 Stores top of income
bracket subject to lower
tax rate.

28 = UP% = UP%=28.00 Stores uppertax rate.

15 = LOW% = LOW%=15.00 Stores lower tax rate.

= $DUE = $DUE=5,218.50 Calculates estimate of

Federal income tax duc.

Upper Income Surtaxes

The first provision of the surtax phases out the 15% marginal tax bracket.
The second provision phases out the benefits of the increased personal
exemption. Each is achieved through a 5% surtax.

The table below shows the two surtaxes and the income levels to which
they apply. Surtax #1 is the phase-out of the 15% bracket; surtax #2 is
the phase-out of personal exemptions.

Surtax #1 Surtax #2

Filing Status Begins At Begins At

Married, Filing Jointly $71,900 $149,250
Married, Filing Separately $35,950 $113,300
Single $43.150 $89,560
Head of Houschold $61,500 $123,790

Each surtax has an equation. Use these equations only if your income is
higher than the appropriate amount listed in the table. The first equation,
STAXI,calculates the surtax for the phase-out of the 15% marginal
bracket. The second equation, STAX2, calculates the second surtax for the

phase-out of increased personal exemptions.
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Entering and Using the STAX1 and STAX2 Equations:

*

176

To key in : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = wWxYZ =
To key in # on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ = Z OTHER =

1. Enter the STAX1I equation into the Solver.*

STAX1=IF (TAXI>S1BEG:MIN (TAXI

—S1BEG:S1END-S1BEG) : 0)xSR%+100

2. Enter the STAX2 equation into the Solver.*

STAX2=IF (TAXI>=S1END:MIN ( (TAXI
—~S1END)xSR% : # PEXPESxUP%) : 0) +100

3. To calculate the surtax due to the phase-out of the 15% bracket,
display the STAX1 equation menu.

m Store net taxable income in TAXI=,

m Store income level at which initial surtax is levied in S1BEG=.

m Store maximum income level at which initial surtax no longer
applies in = S1END =.

m Store surtax rate as a percentage in SR%=.

m Press = STAX1 = to calculate the initial surtax.

4. To calculate the surtax due to the phase-out of the increased per-
sonal exemption, display the STAX2 equation menu.

m Store nct taxable income in = TAXI =.

m Store top marginal tax rate in = UP% =.

m Store maximum income level at which initial surtax no longer
applies in = S1END =.

Store surtax rate as a percentage in = SR% =. 
 

Store number of personal exemptions in = #PE =.

Store personal exemption amount in = PE$ =.

Press = STAX2 = to calculate the secondary surtax.
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Example 8: Part 1. After adjustments and itemized deductions, your
net taxable income is $160,000. You are married, filing jointly, with five
personal exemptions. Using the Federal tax information provided in the
preceding tables, what is your preliminary Federal income tax liability?

Display the $DUE equation menu.

 
 
 

Keys: Display:

160000 = TAXI = TAXI=160,000.00

29750 =LR$ = LR$=29,750.00 

28 = UP% = UP% =28.00

15 = LOW% = LOW%=15.00

= $DUE = $DUE =40,932.50

Description:

Stores taxable income.

Stores top of income
bracket subject to lower
tax rate.

Stores uppertax rate.

Stores lower tax rate.

Calculates estimated

Federal income tax due.

Part 2. Calculate the initial surtax due to the phase-out of the 15%
bracket.

Display the STAX1 equation menu.

160000 = TAXI = TAXI=160,000.00

71900 =S1BEG = S1BEG=71,900.00

149250 = S1END = S1END=149,250.00

S5ESR% = SR%=5.00

= STAX1 = STAX1=3,867.50

Stores taxable income.

Stores beginning income
level subjectto initial sur-
tax.

Stores maximum income

level subject to initial sur-
tax.

Stores surtax percentage.

Calculates 1nitial surtax.
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Part 3. Calculate the secondary surtax due to phase-out of personal
exemptions. If taxable income, maximum income level subject to initial
surtax, and surtax percentage are still stored in TAXI, SIEND, and SR%,

you don’t have to store them again.

Display the STAX2 equation menu.

160000 = TAXI = TAXI=160,000.00

149250 = S1END = S1END=149,250.00

5=SR% = SR%=5.00

5 = #PE= #PE=5.00

= MORE =

1950 ZPE$ = PE$=1,950.00

28 = UP% = UP% =28.00

= MORE =

= STAX2 = STAX2=537.50

Total Tax Liability

Stores taxable income.

Stores maximum income
level subjectto initial sur-
tax.

Stores surtax percentage.

Stores number of per-
sonal exemptions.

Stores personal exemp-
tion amount.

Stores upper tax rate.

Calculates secondary sur-
tax.

The TTL equation in this section combines the taxes calculated in the
$DUE equation with the surtaxes and any tax credits to estimate your total
tax liability. Tax credits for the elderly and the blind range from $600 for
marriced qualified individuals to $750 for single qualifiers.
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Entering and Using the TTL Equation:

1. Enter the TTL cquation into the Solver.*

TTL=$DUE+STAX1+STAX2-CR

2. Display the TTL equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Estimated Federal income tax due in = $DUE =.

I® Initial surtax in = STAX1

m Sccondary surtax in = STAX2 =,

m Tax credits in =CRE.

4. Press = TTL = to calculate the estimated total tax liability. 

Part 4. You calculated your estimated Federal income tax due as
$40,932.50, and your surtaxes as $3,867.50 and $537.50. You have no tax

credits. Calculate the total tax liability. If the estimated taxes and the sur-
taxes are still stored in DUE, STAX1, and STAX2, you don’t have to

store them again.

Display the TTL equation menu.

 

 

40932.5 = $DUE = $DUE =40,932.50 Stores estimated income

tax.

3867.5 = STAX1 = STAX1=3,867.50 Storesinitial surtax.

537.5 = STAX2 = STAX2=537.50 Stores secondary surtax.

=ETTLE TTL=45,337.50 Calculates estimate of tax

liability.

 

L 1
T 2 m ] ] 4
4 L
]* To keyin $ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ = = OTHER 
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Average Rate of Taxation

 

”i:l To do this calculation on the HP-27S, first enter the equa-
tion on page 181 into the Solver. The equation is built into

Note the BUS menu of HP-17B and HP-19B.
 

Once you have determined your total tax liability for the year, you can
determine your average rate of taxation.

To calculate the average rate of taxation:

1. Display the %TOTL menu.

2. Store the following variables:

m Total estimated Federal income tax liability in PART=.

m Net taxable income in TOTAL=.

3. Press = %T = to calculate the average rate of taxation. 

Example. Your net taxable income is $160,000. The total Federal

incometax liability is $45,337.50. Calculate the average rate of taxation.

 
 

Display the %TOTL menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

45,337.5 = PART = PART =45,337.50 Stores income tax
liability.

160000 = TOTAL = TOTAL=160,000.00 Stores taxable income.

= %T= %TOTAL=28.34 Calculates average rate
of taxation.
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%TOTL Equation for the HP-27S

If you have an HP-27S, you can calculate %TOTL by entering the follow-
ing equation into the Solver.

Entering and Using the %TOTL Equation:

1. Enter the %TOTL equation into the Solver.*

TOTL: $T=PART+TOTALx100

2. Display the %TOTL equation menu.

3. Store the values you know by keying in the number and pressing the
appropriate menu key.

4. Press the menu key for the value you wantto calculate.

 
To key in : on the HP-27S, press ZWXYZ= ZOTHER= = : =.*
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Tax and Inflation Breakeven Point

Using your average tax rate, you can calculate the minimum investment
yicld after taxes and inflation for your portfolio to break even. The
breakeven point can help you assess the viability of your portfolio in
obtaining your financial objectives.

Entering and Using the BREAKPT Equation:

1. Enter the BREAKPT equation into the Solver.*

BREAKPT:IN%+(100-T%)=BRKP+100

2. Display the BREAKPT equation menu.

3. Store or calculate the following variables:

m Projected rate of inflation in = IN% =. 

m Average rate of taxation in = T% =.

m Breakeven point as a percentage in = BRKP =.

Example. The projected inflation rate for next year is 6%. If your aver-
age rate of taxation is 28%, what is your tax and inflation breakeven
point?

Display the BREAKPT equation menu.

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

6 =IN% = IN% =6.00 Stores estimated inflation
rate.

28=T% = T%=28.00 Stores average tax rate.

=BRKP = BRKP =8.33 Calculates yield you must
earn to break even.

* Tokeyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ= = OTHER==:=.
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A

Black-Scholes Options Valuation
 

The equation in this appendix uses the theoretical model developed by
Fisher Black and Myron Scholes to estimate the value of options to buy or
sell financial assets.*

The BLK.SCHLS equation estimates the value of a call or put option.
One ofthe variables in this equation is the standard deviation of the rates
of return of the stock. This number is not commonly available. However,
you may be able to use one of the following to estimate the value:

m A source that publishes Beta statistics for a stock may also publish the
standard deviation (or variance, whichis the standard deviation
squared) of the stock.

m If you know a sequence ofstock prices at uniform time intervals, you
can use the SD.ROR equation, later in this appendix, to calculate the
sample standard deviation ofthe rates of return.

* Fisher Black and Myron Scholes, “The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilitics,”
The Journal of Political Economy, May-June, 1973, pp 644.
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Entering and Using the BLK.SCHLS Equation:

 

lfi You nced approximately 2500 bytes of calculator memory
to enter the BLK.SCHLS equation. Once it’s entered

Note correctly, you need only 1500 bytes to use it.

 

1. Enter the BLK.SCHLS equation into the Solver.*

BLK.SCHLS: IF (S (PUTV) : —~PS+PEXEXP (~RF%xT
+100)+0xS+CALLV-PUTV: OxL (D5 : (LN
(PS+PE) + (RF$+100+S~2+2)xT) +S+SQRT
(T) )xL(D6: (LN (PS+PE) + (RF$+100-S~2+2)
xT)+S+SQRT (T) )xL (D3 : IF (G(D5)<0:0:-1))
xL (D4 :IF(G(D6)<0:0:-1))xL(D1:ABS(G(D5)))
xL (D2 : ABS (G (D6) ) ) + (PSxABS (G (D3) +1+
(1+.196854xG (D1)+.115194xG (D1) ~2+.000344
xG (D1) A3+.019527xG (D1) ~4) ~4+2) —PE
xEXP (—RF$xT+100)xABS (G (D4) +1+
(1+.196854xG (D2) +.115194xG (D2) ~2+.000344
xG (D2) A3+.019527xG (D2) ~4) ~4+2) ) —CALLV)

2. Display the BLK.SCHLS equation menu.

3. Store the following variables:

m Stock price per share in = PS 11
1

m Exercise price of option in = PE =.

m Periodic risk free rate of return as a percentage in = RF% =.

Number of periods until expiration in =T =.

Standard deviation, as a decimal, of the periodic returns of the

stock in=S =,

* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press ZWXYZZ ZOTHER==:=.

To key in ™ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press B
To key in SQRT, press B [/x]
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m Press = CALLV = to calculate the call option value per share of

 

stock.

m Press = PUTV = to calculate the put option value per share of

stock.

lli:l The time units for RF%, T, and S must be the same. For

example, if S (the standard deviation) is based on monthly
Note rates of return, then RF% and T (the risk-free rate and the

time until expiration) must also be in months.

 

Example. A call option on a stock has an exercise price of 45 and a
current price of 52. The standard deviation of monthly rates of return for
the stock is .2054, and the monthly T-Bill rate is .5%. The option expires
in 6 months. What is the estimated value of the call?

Display the BLK.SCHLS equation menu.

 

 

 

 

 

Keys: Display:

52=PS= PS=52.00

45 =PE= PE=45.00

S5 =RF% = RF%=0.50

6=T= T=6.00

2054 =S = S=0.21

= MORE =

= CALLV= CALLV=14.24

=PUTVE PUTV=5.91 
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Description:

Stores current stock
price.

Stores exercise price.

Stores risk free rate of

return.

Store time period.

Stores standard deviation

of stock rates of return.

Calculates value of call

option per share of stock.

Calculates value of put
option per share of stock.



Standard Deviation of Rates of Return

The variable S in the BLK.SCHLS equation is the standard deviation of
the periodic rates of return of the stock. If you know a sequence of stock
prices at uniform time intervals, you can use the SD.ROR equation below
to calculate the sample standard deviation of the rates of return.

The equation does not include dividends, which is appropriate if the stock
pays either a constant dividend or zero dividend over the time that prices
are measured.

Entering and Using the SD.ROR Equation:

1. Enter the SD.ROR equation into the Solver.*

SD.ROR:S=0xL(M:X(J:1:SIZES (PRICE)-1:
1:ITEM(PRICE:J+1)+ITEM(PRICE:J)-1)+
(SIZES (PRICE)-1) )+SQRT(X(K:1:SIZES
(PRICE)-1:1: (ITEM(PRICE:K+1)+
ITEM(PRICE:K)-1-G(M))"2)+
(SIZES (PRICE)-2))

Enter the stock prices into a SUM (STAT in the HP-27S) list and
name the list PRICE.

. Display the SD.ROR equation menu.

. Press =S = to calculate the standard deviation of the rates of return

of the stock. (You may have to press = S = twice, since the first time
you press it, the machine may store the value in the display. Press-
ing = S = a second time will begin the solve calculation.)

 

 

 

* To keyin : on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press S WXYZ== OTHER==: =
To key in £ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press = WXYZ = = OTHER = = MORE =
 

1 1ELE 
To key in SQRT, press W [\/x]
To key in ~ on the HP-17B and HP-27S, press W [yX]
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Example. You have tracked the monthly closing stock prices a corpora-
tion for 61 months. Calculate the sample standard deviation of returns for
this set of prices.

Mo. Price Mo. Price Mo. Price

42.000 21 57.875 41 78.250p
—

2 39.875 22 63.750 42 75.125

3 39.750 23 67.125 43 82.375

4 37.875 24 68.250 +4 87.500

5 37.375 25 64.875 45 90.500

6 37.875 26 61.750 46 99.500

7 41.750 27 63.000 47 117.000

8 43.125 28 63.000 43 115.000

9 40.375 29 65.125 49 118.125

10 42.750 30 56.875 50 113.875

11 46.625 31 57.000 51 116.375

12 47.625 32 52.375 52 114.375

13 50.125 33 49.375 53 114.625

14 55.000 34 52.000 54 116.125

15 49.125 35 57.750 55 125.875

16 54.875 36 60.625 56 120.125

17 62.750 37 61.250 57 136.125

18 61.500 38 64.875 58 123.625

19 63.875 39 67.000 59 129.125

20 62.625 40 75.000 60 124.250

61 129.250

The solution below assumes that you have the numbers above in a SUM

or STAT list named PRICE. As a check, the total of the list should be

4,512.88.

Display the SD.ROR equation menu.
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Display: Description:

S=0.07 Calculates sample stan-
dard deviation of the

numbers in the SUM list

named PRICE.

6.59623655232E-2 Shows result to full preci-
sion.
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Net Present Value and Internal

Rate of Return on the HP-27S
 

A common decision in business is choosing between two alternative
investments. One way of evaluating investment alternatives is to use net
present value or internal rate of retum.

Included in this section are two equations for calculating net present value
or internal rate of return on a series of cash flows occurring at regular
intervals for a given interest (discount) rate. One equationis for cash
flows (money paid out or received) that do not repeat. These are called
ungrouped cash flows. The second equation is for cash flows that do
repeat. These are called grouped cash flows.

The internalrate of return is the interest (discount) rate at which the net
present value of the cash flows equals zero. You calculate the internal rate
of return by storing 0 as the net present value (NPV) and then solving for
the interest rate (/%).

The cash flows arc stored in a STAT list. Money paid outis stored as a

negative number; money received is stored as a positive number. (For
more information about cash flows and sign conventions, refer to the
TVM menu discussion in your HP-27S owner’s manual.) Be sure to name
the STAT list with the same name used in the Solver equation. The exam-
ples in this section use FLOWSas the list name. You can change the
name in the equation to something other than FLOWS, if you wish.
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To create a cash-flow list, be sure your cash flows are occurring at regular
intervals and at the end of each period.  If a period is skipped, enter zero
forits cash flow.

If your cash flows are ungrouped, use the UNGROUPED equation, and
store the cash flows in ungrouped format in a STAT list. The initial cash
flow is stored in ITEM(1), the second cash flow is stored in ITEM(2), the
third cash flow is stored in ITEM(3), and so on.

If your cash flows are grouped, use the GROUPED equation, and store
the cash flows in pairs, or grouped format, in a STAT list. The data for
each groupis stored by entering two numbers. The first numberis the
cash flow amount, and the second is the number of cash flows in that

group. ITEM(I) contains the cash flow amount for the initial group,
ITEM(2) contains the number of consecutive times it occurs, ITEM(3)
contains the cash flow amount for the next group, ITEM(4) contains the
number of consecutive times it occurs, and so on.

* If the cash flows occur at the beginning of each period, then combine the first flow with
the initial flow (which can increase or decrease the flow), and move each cash flow up
one period. Remember, a payment made at the beginning of period 2 is equivalent to
the same payment made at the end of period 1, and so on.
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Ungrouped Cash Flows

In a series of ungrouped cash flows, each flow is different from the one
before it. Each flow occurs one time.

    

  

Money received $300

is positive A $200 $250

A $100 $O A A
time $ | $-50
_) ; I ‘; s v 1 )

periods 1 e 4 3 4 3 y 6

FLOW(1) FLOW(2) FLOW(3) FLOW(4) FLOW(5) FLOW(6)
. S s

Money paid —~

is negative Y #TIVES = 1

FLOW(0) =$-500

The horizontal timeline is divided into equal compounding periods. The
vertical lines represent the cash flows. For money received, the line points
up (positive); for money paid out, the line points down (negative). In the
previousillustration, the investor has invested $500. This investment has
generated a series of cash flows,starting at the end of the first period.
Notice that there is no cash flow (a cash flow of zero) for period two, and
that the investor pays a small amount in period five.

Entering and Using the UNGROUPED Equation:

1. Enter the UNGROUPED equation into the Solver.” FLOWSis
the name of the STAT list in which you will store the cash flows.

UNGROUPED:X(J:1:SIZES(FLOWS) :1:
ITEM(FLOWS:J)xSPPV (I%:J-1) )=NPV

2. Enter all the cash flows into a STATlist. Name the list FLOWS, the

same name used in the Solver equation.

3. Display the UNGROUPED equation menu.

  
* Tokeyin:, press ZWXYZ= = OTHERE =

To key in Z, press = WXYZ = = OTHER = = MORE =

i     
zil il
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4. To calculate net present value (NPV):

m Store the periodic interest rate in 1%=.

m Press NPVE to calculate the net present value.

5. To calculate internal rate of return (/%):

m Store zero in NPVE,

m Press = 1% = to calculate the internal rate of return. 

Example 1. You want to purchase a punch press machine. Machine A
requires the larger initial investment. However,it has lower upkeep
expenses and a positive salvage value. Machine B, on the other hand, costs
less initially, but upkeep is more costly, and the salvage value is negative.
You want to compare the two equipment options.

The following table lists the projected costs for the two machines over
their five-year lives, summarizing the initial flows, the cash flows during
the five years, and the difference between the two options (net cash
flows).

A B A-B

Initial Investment $-250,000 $-170,000 $-80,000

Cost in year 1 -12,000 -17,000 5,000

Costin year 2 -35,000 -39,500 4,500

Cost in year 3 -45,000 -50,500 5,500

Cost in year 4 -12,000 -16,000 4,000

Costin year 5 100,000 -15,000 115,000

The column headed A - B is treated as the investment in a net present
value or internal rate of return calculation. If the investmentis attractive
(NPVis positive, or IRR% is greater than required), it is better to spend
the additional $80,000 on machine A and get the benefit of the lower
maintenance costs and the salvage value. If the investment is not attractive
(NPV 1s negative or IRR% is less than required),it is better to buy
machine B and to bear the higher maintenance costs each year.
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Enter the data into the STAT list. Name the list FLOWS. Then use the
UNGROUPED equation to calculate the NPV and IRR% to determine
which machine should be purchased. (Note that this is a conventional
series of cash flows, which means that the cash flows change sign only
once.) The required rate of return is 10.5%.

 

Display the STAT menu.

Keys: Display: Description:

u =FIX=2 Sets display to two
places.

m =YES= Clears current named
=YES= list or gets a new one.
or
=GET==*NEW= ITEM(1)="

80000 ITEM(2)="? Stores initial cash flow.

5000 ITEM(3)=" Stores cash flow for
year 1

4500 ITEM(4)=? Stores cash flow for
year 2.

5500 ITEM(5)="? Stores cash flow for
year 3.

4000 ITEM(6)="? Stores cash flow for
year 4.

115000 ITEM(7)=" Stores cash flow for
TOTAL=54,000.00 year 5.

NAME
FLOWS Namesthe list.
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Display the UNGROUPED equation menu.

 

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

O=NPVE= NPV=0.00 Stores net present

value.

=1%= 1% =11.93* Calculates internal rate
of return.

1052 1% 1% =10.50 Stores required return.

= NPV = NPV=4,774.63 Calculates net present
value.

Option A is the better choice because NPV is positive. The 1% calculation
tells you the same thing —that because /% is more than the required 10%,
option A is the better choice.

Grouped Cash Flows

Consecutive, equal cash flows are called grouped cash flows. The serics
shown in the following illustration is grouped into two sets of consecutive,
cqual cash flows:

FLOW(3) =$1,950
#TIMES(3)=1

 

 

 

FLOW(1) =$-100 FLOW(2) =$-200
#TIMES(1)=5 #TIMES(2)=3

A f_A_fl

| ) L
* * ¢3¢4¢5¢6 71809

FLOW(0) ~ s
~$-100 $100

%——I

$-200

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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After an initial payment of $100, the investor pays $100 at the end of
periods one through five, and $200 at the end of periods six through eight.
The investment returns $1950 at the end of period nine.

Entering and Using the GROUPED Equation:

1. Enter the GROUPED cquation into the Solver.” FLOWSis the
name of the STAT list in which you will store the cash flows.

GROUPED:x(J:2:SIZES (FLOWS) :2:
ITEM(FLOWS:J-1)xUSPV(I%:ITEM

(FLOWS:J) )xSPPV(I%:X(L:2:J-2:2:
ITEM(FLOWS:L))-1))=NPV

2. Enterall the cash flows into a STAT list. For each cash flow group,
enter the cash flow amount as one item, then the number of cash

flows in that group as the next item. Name the list FLOWS, the
name used in the Solver equation.

3. Display the GROUPED equation menu.

4. To calculate net present value (NPV):

m Store the periodic interest rate in = 1% =.

m Press = NPV = to calculate the net present value.

5. To calculate internal rate of return (1%):

m Store zero in = NPV =,

m Press = 1% = to calculate the internal rate of return. 

* Tokeyin:, press ZWXYZ= ZOTHER= =: =
To key in X, press = WXYZ = = OTHER= = MORE = = £=.
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Example 2. You have an opportunity to invest $20,000. In return, you
receive the following quarterly cash flows: 4 at $500, 4 at $1,000, 4 at
$2,000, and 4 at $3,000.

1OOO

f_%

A A TTTT

FLOW(0) =-20,000

3,000

2,000 —A—

—r—

Enter the data into the STATlist as cash flow groups. Name the list
FLOWS. Then use the GROUPED equation to calculate the annual
internal rate of return for this investment (1%x4).

Display the STAT menu.

Keys:

B MODES |E FIXE 2

INPUT

B |CLEARDATA|=ZYES =

=VES=
r

=GET==*NEW=

20000
1

500 [INPUT]

4 [INPUT]

Display:

 

 

Q

ITEM(1)
ITEM(2)
ITEM(3)

Il
N
D
N 

ITEM(4) =?II

ITEM(5) =7!I

Description:

Sets display to two
places.

Clears current named

list or gets a new one.

Stores initial cash flow.

Stores number of times

initial cash flow occurs.

Storesfirst grouped
cash flow.

Stores number of times

cash flow occurs.
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1000 ITEM(6)="? Stores second grouped
cash flow.

4 ITEM(7)="? Stores number of times
cash flow occurs.

2000 ITEM(8)="? Stores third grouped
cash flow.

4 ITEM(Q)="? Stores number of times
cash flow occurs.

3000 ITEM(10)="? Stores fourth grouped
cash flow.

4 ITEM(11)="? Stores number of times
TOTAL=-13,483.00 cash flow occurs.

= NAME = FLOWS
Namesthe list FLOWS.

Display the GROUPED equation menu.

 

 

Keys: Display: Description:

0 =NPV= NPV =0.00 Stores net present
value.

=1%= 1% =2.43* Calculates quarterly
internal rate of return.

4[=] 9.72 Calculates annualinter-
nal rate of return.

Notes on Internal Rate of Return Calculations

When calculating the internal rate of return, the Solver searchesitera-
tively for a solution. This process may take a relatively long time, some-
times several minutes. Tointerrupt the calculation, press any key.

Storing guesses can help the Solver find the desired solution more quickly.
To store two guesses, key in the first guess and press = 1% =. Key in the

 

* The Solver searches for an iterative solution and displays intermediate estimates.
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second guess and press = 1% =, and then press = 1% = again to calculate the
result.

 

For a “conventional investment,” only one solution exists. A conventional
investment means that the sequence of cash flows begins with negative
cash flows, changes sign only once, and the sum of the cash flows is posi-

tive.

Calculation using cash flows that do not meet the conventional invest-
ment criteria can be more complex because there may be more than one
mathematical solution to the problem, or there may be no solution. In
these situations, storing initial guesses is important.
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Bonds
 

This appendix includes two sections. The first section lists some of the
bonds commonly available in the United States that can be solved with the
BOND menu. The second section lists bonds that cannot be solved using
the BOND menu. Neither section is all inclusive.

Bonds Solved on the HP-17B and HP-19B

This section is divided into two groups: 30/360 bonds and actual/actual
bonds. Thistells you which calendar to use in the BOND menu.

30/360 Bonds, Semi-Annual Coupon Payments

m State/Municipal/Local Government

m Zero-coupon bonds

Tax supported bonds

Revenue bonds

Revenue supported bonds

Assessment supported bonds

Special supported bonds

m Corporate bonds*

* A common convention in calculating price and yield of corporate bonds in the United
Statesis that if the coupon percent equals the yield percent, then the price of the bond is
set to 100, whether the settlement date is a coupon date or not. In this convention, if the

price is 100, the yield is set to the coupon rate. The BOND menu does not use this
convention.
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m Certificates of deposit with periodic interest

m Inter-American Development Bank bonds

m International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World
Bank) bonds

m Federal agency instruments

Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) bonds

Export-Import Bank participation (Ex-Im) certificates

Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB) bonds and notes

Federal Intermediate Credit Bank (FICB) debenturesif coupon
interestis paid periodically

Federal Land Bank (FLB) bonds

m Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) debentures

General National Mortgage Association (GNMA) bonds and
participation certificates

New Communities Act debentures

U.S. Postal Service bonds

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) bonds

Merchant Marine bonds

Actual/Actual, Semi-Annual Coupon Payments

m U.S. Treasury Bonds and Notes

m Federal Agency Issues

Farmers Home Administration (FHDA) insured notes

Federal Housing Administration (FHA) debentures
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Bonds Not Solved on the HP-17B and HP-19B

 

lli:' This list is not all inclusive.

Note

 

m Interest at Maturity Notes

m Commercial paper

Tax supported notes or warrants

Revenue supported notes or warrants

Assessment supported notes or warrants

Special supported notes or warrants

Repurchase agreements (Repos)

Banks for Cooperatives (Co-ops) debentures

Federal Intermediate Credit Bank (FICB) debentures,if interest
at maturity

m Discounted Notes

m Bankers acceptances

U.S. Treasury Bills

U.S. Tax-Anticipation Bills (TABS)

Commercial paper

U.S. Treasury certificates of indebtedness

Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) short term
notes

m Tennessce Valley Authority (TVA) Notes

m Other bonds and notes

m Issued dated bonds if the issue date is not a coupon date anniver-
sary

m Stepped coupon bonds
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m Federal Funds (Fed Funds)

m Callable bondsif the call date is not a coupon date anniversary

m Many non-U.S. bonds and notes.
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More Step-by-Step Solutions for Your
HP-17B, HP-19B, or HP-27S Calculator

These additional books offer a varicty of examples and keystroke pro-
cedures to help sct up your calculations the wayyou need them.

Practical routines show you how to usc the built-in menus to solve prob-
lems more effcctively, while easy-to-follow instructions help you create
personalized menus.

Real Estate, Banking, and Leasing (00017-90019)

Use the TVM menu for real estate, banking, and leasing calculations.

Calculate the annual percentage rate of a loan with fees.

Calculate discounted, adjustable-rate, and bi-weekly mortgages.

Develop menus for graduated-payment and wrap-around mortgages.

Estimate monthly payments and mortgage insurance.

Use menus to calculate Rule of 78s, add-on loans, constant payment
loans, loans with odd first periods, and leases with multiple payments
in advance.

Work with a variety of methods to evaluate savings plans.

Business Finance and Accounting (00017-90020)

Calculate break-cven point, profits, and standard business ratios.

Make investment decisions using payback period, net present value,
and internal rate of return.

Solve for variances and other cost-accounting variables.

Develop menus to calculate the sample size for an inventory audit.

Perform financial statement, production, and inventory analyses.

Forecast salcs and units to manufacture.



Marketing and Sales (00017-90021)

m Forccast sales using moving averages, exponential growth curves, and
lincar regression.

Determine price, mark-up, and profit.

Estimate the financial feasibility of a new product.

Estimate the clasticity of demand.

Build a "quote maker" for accurate, on-the-spot quotes.

Base a customized menu on your company’s commission scale to cal-
culate your commission on a product.

Technical Applications for the HP-27S or HP-19B
(00027-90044)

m Lcarn two new functions for writing advanced Solver cquations.

m Perform numerical integration and differentiation.

m Carry out complex number functions and vector operations.

m Find the greatest common divisors and least common multiples.

m Perform gcometry functions, scrics expansions, matrix operations,
factors and primes, and coordinate transformations.

 

How to Order...

For the location and number of the U.S. dealer nearest you, call toll-free
1-800-752-0900. To order a book your dealer does not carry, call toll-free
1-800-538-8787 and refer to call code P270. Master Card, Visa, and

American Express cards are welcome. For countries outside the U.S.,
contact your local Hewlett-Packard sales office.





Step-by-Step Solutions for Your
HP-17B, HP-19B, or HP-27S Calculator
 

This book contains examples, equations, and keystrokes to help you
with your personal investment and tax planning decisions.

B Personal Savings

Basic Savings Calculations ¢ Increasing Annuities ® Deposits Needed
To Meet a Future Cash Flow Need ¢« Compound Growth Rate
* Certificates of Deposit

B Personal Borrowing

Basic Mortgage Calculations * Homeowner’s Monthly Payment
Estimator « APR of a Loan With Fees ¢ Adjustable-Rate and
Graduated-Payment Mortgages « Amortization Schedule With
Unequal Payments ¢ Loan With Extra Annual Payments ¢ Rent or
Buy Decision

B Life Insurance, Tax Deferral, and Planning for Retirement

Universal Whole Life ¢ Term Life ¢ Value of Tax-Deferred and Non-

Tax-Deferred Accounts at Retirement

B Bonds and Notes

Bond Price and Yield ¢ Bond Premium Amortization ¢ After-Tax

Bond Yield ¢ Convertible Bonds ¢ Interest at Maturity Notes
e Discounted Notes

® Common Stock

Simple Earnings Valuation Model ¢ Dividend Valuation Model
e Price/Earnings Ratio Model ¢ Beta Coefficient ¢ Price Targeting

B Options and Margins

Writing and Buying Options ¢ Margin Accounts ¢ Leveraged Rates
of Return ¢ Black-Scholes Options Valuation

B Mutual Funds

Load Mutual Funds ¢ Comparing Load and No-Load Funds

B Personal Income Taxes

Adjustments ¢ Deductions ¢ Taxable Income ¢ Total Tax Liability
» Average Rate of Taxation ¢ Tax and Inflation Breakeven Point
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